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It starts 
with a 

cooker hood

INSPIRED BY QUALITY

➥➥

Extra quiet, super-efficient, 
long-lasting and 

energy friendly products.



C O O K E R  H O O D  I C O n s I n D U C T I O n  H O B  I C O n s

The icons shown in the catalogue illustrate the basic characteristics of our cooker hoods. Below, you’ll find full 

explanations of what they mean.

 -  Ecosmart: Extra quiet, super-efficient, long-lasting and energy friendly products.

 - Cooker hoods with a motor (direct extraction): The most common model is a cooker hood with an 

exhaust to the outside.

 - Remote control: These models come with a remote control, the other cooker hoods can also be fitted with 

them, by ordering an extra kit.

 - InTouch: InTouch (unique to Novy) allows you to control your Novy cooker hood from your Novy induction 

hob.

1m60 - Installation height: The installation height is the distance between the hob and the cooker hood. This height 

is extremely important for the optimum operation of the cooker hood. The adviced installation heights are 

shown for each model.

 - Design filter: A filter with a modern and elegant design.

 - Perimeter extraction: Placing a bottom plate under the cooker hood concentrates the extraction around the 

edges. This small gap speeds up the extraction. The smaller the area, the faster the airflow. This acceleration 

enhances the efficiency of the extraction system.

 - Cubic Motor: A square motor housing which can be installed remotely. The housing can be turned in any 

direction so that the exhaust direction can be chosen depending on the situation. This motor is designed for 

inside use.

 - Click&Fix: A simple construction using a click system whereby the Pure’line can be clicked into a false 

ceiling, after which only 4 screws need to be tightened. 

 - Recirculation: Sometimes a cooker hood with an external exhaust isn’t possible for technical reasons or 

isn’t permitted. A recirculation cooker hood is one which returns the filtered cooking fumes back into the 

room. The grease in the fumes is filtered by the grease filter and the odours are absorbed by a filter with 

activated carbon (a monoblock filter). Damp air is not eliminated in the filter, but can be removed by the 

room’s ventilation system. Most cooker hoods can be fitted with a recirculation accessory.

 Each zone has its own Power function, which boosts power considerably. This function is ideal for f.e. boiling 

large quantities of water.

 

 The keep warm function makes it very easy to maintain a constant temperature of 70°C (or 95°C on specific 

models).

 

 Stop & Go can make sure that the power supply can be temporarily switched off. If you touch this control 

within 10 minutes, all the previously set levels are reinstated.

 The bridge function allows you to link two adjoining zones so that you can control them in one movement. 

Very handy for large pots and pans.

 

 Cooking zone layout, zones of different power and sizes. See Induction Comfort p. 77, Induction Domino’s p. 

83 and Induction Multizone p. 85.

 

 Cooking zone layout, large, identical and powerful cooking zones for great flexibility. See Induction Power p. 

79.

 

 Cooking zone layout, with octagonal zones for maximum flexibility and cooking area. See Induction Pro p. 81.
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N O V Y ,  I N S P I R E D  B Y  Q U A L I T Y

At Novy, we believe that a kitchen is far more than just a space for cooking. It's a room you live in, and that’s why our cooker 

hoods are so discreet. Their quiet performance means you will barely ever notice them. Their design is just as subtle and 

pleasing to the eye, with clever details and excellent quality.

For us, it all starts with quality in every aspect. In design, technology, materials and finish, only the very best is good enough. 

And it doesn’t stop there. The quest for continuous improvement is in our genes, which means there is no craftsmanship 

without innovation.

Whether your kitchen is large or small, open plan or separate, brand new or a bit older, there’s always a Novy cooker hood 

to suit your personal taste and lifestyle. This brochure will show you our entire range, and you can find loads of useful tips 

on our website, www.novy.com.
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Our in-house designers and engineers are always looking for the best possible ventilation solution for your kitchen. Each 

design provides a solution for a specific situation, but also has a number of basic features which are unique to Novy cooker 

hoods. These features are designed to enhance your comfort and cooking pleasure. Quality of the highest level is our 

guiding principle. 

K I T C H E N  V E N T I L A T I O N  A C C O R D I N G  T O  N O V Y
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Quiet performance

Efficient grease removal

High-quality materials and finish

Our cooker hoods have a soundproofing 

system to minimise motor noise and 

vibrations.

All Novy decorative hoods are finished 

in high-quality stainless steel. All 

other materials are carefully selected 

and processed with expertise and 

precision.

The grease filter is made from several layers of aluminium of different 

thicknesses to filter cooking fumes efficiently. It’s installed just before the 

motor to ensure maximum grease removal. The grease filter is invisible, 

non-flammable and can be cleaned in a dishwasher.

T H E  U N I Q U E  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S 
O F  N O V Y  C O O K E R  H O O D S
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Double-walled stainless 

steel bottom plate

Efficient odour and steam extraction

Durable core

The solid, robust motor is not only designed to run quietly, 

but also to perform. The motor housing’s stable construction 

minimises vibrations and noise thanks to rubber silent blocks 

and suspension in durable bearings. This combination of factors 

makes Novy cooker hoods exceptionally quiet.

Through our unique perimeter extraction 

technology, steam and cooking odours are 

extracted at the edges of the hood which 

makes it almost impossible for them to escape. 

This ensures highly efficient extraction.

The double-walled stainless 

steel bottom plate helps to 

improve sound insulation.
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With a kitchen ventilation specialist like Novy, you would naturally expect every model to be extremely quiet. 

To achieve this, we use our own, unique soundproofing system.

Q U I E T  P O W E R  I N  T H E  K I T C H E N

The motor housing’s stable construction minimises motor noise and vibrations. In addition, the built-in silencer reduces the 

high and medium frequencies which people find particularly annoying. 

 

This, combined with the double-walled bottom plate, reduces the sound of every Novy cooker hood to a very quiet and 

agreeable level. Novy cooker hoods are designed to be quieter than the food you're cooking! 

All noise levels shown for Novy cooker hoods are in accordance with the European standard EN 6704-2-13. This standard 

lists two values: sound power (measured at the source) and sound pressure (measured at a specific distance). 
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A cooker hood’s most important job is to remove cooking odours and steam efficiently. 

This is why Novy developed its unique perimeter extraction technology over 45 years ago.

E F F I C I E N T  O D O U R ,  V A P O U R  A N D  G R E A S E  R E M O V A L

Using a bottom plate creates a narrower gap at the edges of the hood. This captures the odours and steam which are 

accelerated and extracted through the gap.The odours and steam cannot escape at the front or sides. This means that 

perimeter extraction is up to 95% efficient. There is an extra aesthetic benefit because the filters are hidden behind the 

bottom plate. Perimeter extraction makes an appreciable difference with larger cooker hoods (> 60cm), island hoods and 

ceiling units. 

In those models where it is possible, we offer an alternative with the design grease filter which extracts odours and steam 

directly. Thanks to its specific design and direct extraction, this filter is also more efficient than a traditional grease filter. 

Yet more efficiency-enhancing features.

All Novy cooker hoods are designed with the optimum output/pressure ratio. This combination delivers increased efficiency 

with a relatively low output. This, in turn, means lower energy consumption which is highly desirable nowadays.
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The monoblock carbon filter: Novy’s solution for recirculation

The monoblock filter uses an innovative form of spherical activated carbon particles. It consists of millions of these 0.5 mm 

corpuscles, each one with a complex maze structure inside.  This unique structure provides an even better and more efficient 

odour absorption.

Features:

>  The maze structure ensures that a maximum amount of odours are absorbed for a limited loss of pressure and maximum 

efficiency.

>  The particles are also water-repellent, which allows the monoblock to carry on working even in damp conditions.

>  The unit is non-flammable.

>  The filter can be regenerated up to 12 times in the oven at 120°C (1 hour).

Discover all our recirculation solutions on p.56-57

R E C I R C U L A T I O N

Contemporary kitchen ventilation planning is influenced by the quest for energy efficiency. While a cooker hood with an 

exhaust used to be the norm, we need to find a new, more energy-efficient solution. In situations where a cooker hood 

with an exhaust vent is not possible or permitted for architectural reasons, recirculation is the solution.
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InTouch: cooker hood control from the hob (unique)

InTouch gives you the option of controlling your Novy cooker hood from your Novy induction hob. InTouch has ergonomic and 

practical advantages. All the controls are at cooktop level, are highly visible, intuitive and easy to use. You have full control 

over the settings of both appliances, yet you can still use them fully independently of one another. What’s more, no extra 

wiring is necessary.

A wide range of Novy induction hobs are fitted with InTouch. All Novy cooker hoods which have standard remote control 

can be combined with an InTouch hob. A remote control kit is available for other models, allowing these hoods to work with 

InTouch as well.

Auto-Stop: no loss of energy

If the controls on the cooker hood are not touched for 3 hours, it will switch off automatically (the lights will stay on). This 

prevents unnecessary extraction and saves energy.

S M A R T  F U N C T I O N S
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From the very prominent models (Zen), through fully concealed ceiling models (Pure’line) to wall cabinet models (Fusion), 

Novy provides a high-quality solution for every kitchen style and setup. No matter whether it’s a real eye-catcher or a 

discreet ceiling unit, the same quality criteria are used. We guarantee that every appliance is made from the finest materials 

and is finished with a painstaking eye for detail.

B E A U T I F U L  T O  L O O K  A T

The kitchen is the heart of your home. You spend a lot of time there so you want it to be 

a pleasant and attractive space. The cooker hood can play an important role in this.
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Still looking for inspiration for your kitchen design?

You will find a wide selection of beautiful realisations with Novy products on our social media platforms   

I N S P I R A T I O N
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fluid dynamic efficiency

The flow rate, the static pressure and the electric power 

input at its best efficiency point. It’s a measure of the 

motor’s energy consumption when it is working most 

efficiently. The higher the efficiency, the better the 

energy label.

What volume of fumes does a cooker hood really 

capture? Cooker hoods with perimeter extraction always 

have a much higher performance than those with 

conventional extraction.

FDE 

EFFICIENCY

LE 

RECIRCULATION  

light efficiency

The relationship between the lighting’s illumination and 

power consumption.

A cooker hood without an exhaust, which cleans the air 

of grease and odours, is fundamentally far more energy 

efficient than a cooker hood with an exhaust.

01

01

02

02

E N E R G Y  L A B E L 
A N D  N O V Y  E C O S M A R T  R A N G E

As a specialist, we think it’s important to make the right choice when it comes to kitchen ventilation. 

That’s why we’ve added a number of elements to the energy label. 

So all the ratings need to be taken into account when choosing a cooker hood.
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03

A number of smart functions ensure that a cooker hood 

uses no more energy than absolutely necessary.

energy efficiency index

The indication of the total energy consumption of the 

hood (light and motor) at its best efficiency point.

grease filter efficiency

The relative value which indicates how much grease 

has been absorbed by the cooker hood’s grease filters, 

including the fatty deposits on all the detachable, easy 

to clean parts.

POWER MANAGEMENT

CORRECT INSTALLATION
To match the energy label’s rating in reality, it is vital to 

fit easy to install products correctly. Novy helps you to 

make the right choice and gives detailed installation tips.

EEI 

GFE 

NOISE 
Noise output in the highest setting for normal use, 

excluding the intensive mode.

03

04

03

04

05

0403

Extra quiet, super-efficient, 
long-lasting and energy friendly products.

Novy EcoSmart gamma:

 A++

 A+

 A+++

 A++

 A+

 A-80%

 A-60%

 A-40%

 A-20%

65/2014

XYZ
kWh/annum

ABCDEFGABCDEFG ABCDEFG YZdB

01 02 04 05
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.86
Planning tips p.66-67

The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

THE CEILING UNIT FOR WHEN YOU NEED TRUE POWER

    1m60      option 

-  Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

-  2 motors

-  Indicators for 3 speeds + Power function

-  With silencer

-  Run-on function during 10 minutes 

Accessories: adapter limited mounting depth, kit with external lighting (2 spots), recirculation kit

MAXI PURE’LINE
CEILING UNITS

Stainless steel White

(RAL 9003)

Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)speed 3 (m³/h) Power (m³/h)

855 without 150 see motor data

856 without 150 see motor data

245.999 remote inside 634 760 53/40

445.999 remote outside 660 940 52/40

flat roof motors remote outside see data p.58
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.87-89
Planning tips p.66-67

The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

UNIQUE NOVY LED LIGHTING TURNS THIS PURE’LINE INTO A GEM

     1m60      option 

-  Dimmable led lighting (4000K)

- Grease filter cleaning indicator

- Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

- Indicators for 3 speeds + Power function

- With silencer

- Run-on function during 10 minutes 

Accessories: adapter limited mounting depth (17,3 cm), recirculation kit, led lighting kit (2700K)

PURE’LINE
CEILING UNITS

Stainless 

steel

White

(RAL 9003)

EEI Motor Width 

(cm) 

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

6830 A integrated/remote inside 90 591 707 55/42

6831 A integrated/remote inside 90 591 707 55/42

6835 without 90 see motor data

6836 without 90 see motor data

6840 A+ integrated/remote inside 120 602 693 55/42

6841 A+ integrated/remote inside 120 602 693 55/42

6845 without 120 see motor data

6846 without 120 see motor data

445.999 remote outside 660 940 52/40

flat roof motors remote outside see data p.58
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.87-89
Planning tips p.66-67

The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

SILENT, ALMOST INVISIBLE AND YET ULTRA-EFFICIENT

     1m60      option 

- Without lighting

- Grease filter cleaning indicator

- Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

- Indicators for 3 speeds + Power function

- With silencer

- Run-on function during 10 minutes 

Accessories: adapter limited mounting depth (17,3 cm), recirculation kit

PURE’LINE
CEILING UNITS

Stainless 

steel

White

(RAL 9003)

EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

6833 A+ integrated/remote inside 90 612 688 55/42

6834 A+ integrated/remote inside 90 612 688 55/42

6838 without 90 see motor data

6839 without 90 see motor data

6843 A+ integrated/remote inside 120 592 689 55/42

6844 A+ integrated/remote inside 120 592 689 55/42

6848 without 120 see motor data

6849 without 120 see motor data

445.999 remote outside 660 940 52/40

flat roof motors remote outside see data p.58
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.89
Installation tips on p.66-67

The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

EFFICIENCY EVEN FOR SMALLER SPACES

      810, 811 75cm  820, 821 85cm       option 

- Dimmable led lighting (4000K)

-  Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

-  Indicators for 3 speeds + Power function

-  Can be built into a decorative chimney or deep cabinet (60 cm)

-  With silencer

-  Run-on function during 10 minutes 

Accessories: led lighting kit (2700K), installation kit remote motor, recirculation kit, adapter limited mounting depth (820, 

821)

MINI PURE’LINE
BUILT-IN GROUPS

Stainless 

steel

White

(RAL 9003)

EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

810 A integrated/remote inside (option) 60 469 576 57/46

811 A integrated/remote inside (option) 60 469 576 57/46

820 A+ integrated/remote inside (option) 90 563 655 57/46

821 A+ integrated/remote inside (option) 90 563 655 57/46
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.90-91
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

Glass EEI Motor Remote control Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

894 C integrated/remote inside (option) 60 356 418 51/37

895 C integrated/remote inside (option) x 60 356 418 51/37

896 D integrated/remote inside (option) 90 346 412 50/36

897 D integrated/remote inside (option) x 90 346 412 50/36

898 D integrated/remote inside (option) 90 539 624 59/46

899 D integrated/remote inside (option) x 90 539 624 59/46

  75cm      
895, 897
899     option  

- White glass finish

-  Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

-  Touch control

-  Fluorescent lighting

-  Can be built into a decorative chimney or deep cabinet

-  With silencer

Accessories: installation kit remote motor, recirculation kit

TOUCH
BUILT-IN GROUPS
ELEGANT DISCRETION IN GLASS
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.95
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

- White glass finish

-  Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

-  Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Fluorescent lighting

-  Design filter for even more efficient aspiration

-  Touch control behind glass

Accessories: recirculation kit, remote control

FUSION

INVISIBLE IN CLOSED POSITION

    75cm  option   

Glass EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

680 A integrated 60 564 652 56/44

686 A integrated 90 606 696 56/44
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.91
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

-  Lighting with halogen spots

-  Built-in group finished in stainless steel

-  4 speeds

-  Grease filter cleaning indicator

- Design filter for even more efficient aspiration

Accessories: recirculation kit

BUILT-IN GROUPS

THE ESSENCE OF SIMPLICITY

   75cm  option  

Alu EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

828 D integrated 60 332 427 49/37

829 D integrated 90 346 444 46/34
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.98
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

hobs not included

  option 

-  Adjustable valve

-  Stainless steel finish

-  Eco and standard speed

-  With silencer

-  Can be seamlessly combined with dominos (p.83)

-  Can be installed as surface-mount or flush-mount

-  Easy maintenance

-  Easy to build in with built-in frame (standard)

Accessories: adapter for limited mounting depth, recirculation kit

UP_SIDE
COOKTOP COOKER HOOD
THE KITCHEN TURNED UPSIDE DOWN

Stainless 

steel

EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow***

speed 2 (m³/h)

Noise level speed 2 ***

dB(A) re 1pW / dB(A)

7901 C integrated 11 559 62 /50
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.106
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

Solid surface EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

7510 (warm white) B integrated 120 429 497 58/45

7520 (neutral white) B integrated 120 429 497 58/45

-  821 integrated (p.23)

-  Dimmable led lighting

-  7510 with white painted bottom plate and led spots 2700K (warm white) + ambient light T5 (warm white)

-  7520 with white painted bottom plate and led spots 4000K (neutral white) + ambient light T5 (neutral white)

-  Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

-  Combines quiet recirculation and ambient light

-  Solid surface finish

-  Indicators for 3 speeds + Power function

-  With silencer

-  Run-on function during 10 minutes 

ZEN
ISLAND COOKER HOODS
SYMBIOSIS OF LIGHTING AND EFFICIENT RECIRCULATION

   85cm   
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.107-108
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

Stainless steel EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

7640 A+ integrated 90 620 707 53/41

7645 without 90 see motor data

7650 B integrated 100 602 915 57/41

7655 without 100 see motor data

7660 B integrated 120 611 920 57/41

7665 without 120 see motor data

245.999 remote inside - 634 760 53/40

445.999 remote outside - 660 940 52/40

flat roof motors remote outside see data p.58

- Dimmable led lighting (4000K)

-  Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

-  Only 6 cm high

-  Slimline design

-  Indicators for 3 speeds + Power function

-  With silencer

-  Seamless chimney

-  Convertible chimney for recirculation

-  Quick-fix assembly

-  Run-on function during 10 minutes 

Accessories: recirculation kit, chimney extension, remote control, led lighting kit (2700K)

FLAT’LINE
ISLAND COOKER HOODS

   85cm   option    
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.109
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

Stainless steel EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

7241 B integrated 100 602 829 59/44

7246 without 100 see motor data

7251 B integrated 120 618 861 59/44

7256 without 120 see motor data

245.999 remote inside - 760 53/40

445.999 remote outside - 940 52/40

flat roof motors remote outside see data p.58

- Led lighting (4000K) (available mid-March 2015)

-  Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

-  Simple and robust design

-  11 cm high

-  Indicators for 3 speeds + Power function

-  With silencer

-  Seamless chimney

-  Run-on function during 10 minutes 

Accessories: recirculation kit, chimney extension, remote control, led lighting kit (2700K)

PRO’LINE
ISLAND COOKER HOODS

  85cm   option    
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.110
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

Stainless 

steel

EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

7490 B integrated 120 587 867 59/44

7495 without 120 see motor data

245.999 remote inside - 760 53/40

445.999 remote outside - 940 52/40

- Led lighting (4000K) (available mid-March 2015)

- Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

-  Tempered glass

-  6 cm high including glass

-  Indicators for 3 speeds + Power function

-  With silencer

-  Convertible chimney for recirculation

-  Run-on function during 10 minutes 

Accessories: recirculation kit, chimney extension, remote control, led lighting kit (2700K)

KARAT
ISLAND COOKER HOODS

  85cm   option    
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.99-100
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

Stainless 

steel

EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

7600 A+ integrated 90 616 710 55/44

7605 without 90 see motor data

7610 A+ integrated 120 612 698 55/44

7615 without 120 see motor data

245.999 remote inside - 760 53/40

445.999 remote outside - 940 52/40

flat roof motors remote outside see data p.58

- Dimmable led lighting (4000K)

-  Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

-  Only 6 cm high

-  Slimline design

-  Indicators for 3 speeds + Power function

-  With silencer

-  Convertible chimney for recirculation

-  Quick-fix assembly

-  Run-on function during 10 minutes 

Accessories: recirculation kit, splashback panel, chimney extension, remote control, led lighting kit (2700K)

FLAT’LINE
WALL COOKER HOODS
CLEAN LINES IN TIMELESS DESIGN

  75cm   option    
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.101
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

Stainless 

steel

EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

6201 C integrated 90 451 611 56/45

-  Lighting with halogen lamps

-  3 speeds + Power-function

-  Easy control

-  Convertible chimney for recirculation as standard

- Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Run-on function for 10 minutes

Accessories: recirculation kit, splashback panel, chimney extension

SALSA
WALL COOKER HOODS

  75cm   option 
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.101-103
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

Stainless 

steel

EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

7211 B integrated 90 390 511 53/40

7216 without 90 see motor data

7221 C integrated 120 590 798 60/48

7226 without 120 see motor data

7300 C integrated 150 604 839 61/48

7305 without 150 see motor data

245.999 remote inside - 760 53/40

445.999 remote outside - 940 52/40

flat roof motors remote inside see data p.58

- Led lighting (4000K) (available mid-March 2015)

-  Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

-  Simple and robust design

-  11 cm high

-  Indicators for 3 speeds + Power function

-  With silencer

-  Convertible chimney for recirculation as standard

-  Run-on function during 10 minutes 

Accessories: recirculation kit, splashback panel, chimney extension, remote control, led lighting kit (2700K)

PRO’LINE
WALL COOKER HOODS
PROFESSIONAL LOOK

  75cm   option    
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.103
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

Stainless 

steel

EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

7470 B integrated 90 388 505 53/40

7475 without 90 see motor data

245.999 remote inside - 760 53/40

445.999 remote outside - 940 52/40

flat roof motors remote outside see data p.58

- Led lighting (4000K) (available mid-March 2015)

- Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

-  Tempered glass

-  6 cm high including glass

-  Indicators for 3 speeds + Power function

-  With silencer

-  Convertible chimney for recirculation as standard

-  Run-on function during 10 minutes 

Accessories: recirculation kit, splashback panel, chimney extension, remote control, led lighting kit (2700K)

KARAT
WALL COOKER HOODS

  75cm   option    
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.105
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

Black 

Glass

White 

Glass

EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

7810 B integrated 90 629 995 56/45

7811 B integrated 90 629 995 56/45

7820 B integrated 120 628 1010 56/45

7821 B integrated 120 628 1010 56/45

- Led lighting (4000K)

-  Black or white glass finish

-  Headfree cooker hood with minimalist design

-  Touch control behind glass

-  Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

-  Indicators for 3 speeds + Power function

-  With silencer

-  Supplied with chimney (when installed in recirculation mode the chimney is superflue)

-  Run-on function during 10 minutes 

Accessories: recirculation kit, chimney extension, remote control, led lighting kit (2700K)

VISION
WALL COOKER HOODS
THAT EXTRA TOUCH IN TERMS OF DESIGN

  75cm    option   
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.104-105
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

Stainless 

steel

EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

7800 B integrated 90 612 1010 61/48

7805 without 90 see motor data

7809 recirculation C integrated 90 596 895 64/50

245.999 remote inside - 634 760 53/40

445.999 remote outside - 660 940 52/40

flat roof motors remote outside see data p.58

- Led lighting (4000K) (available mid-March 2015)

-  Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Auto-stop, automatic switch-off after 3 hours

-  Headfree cooker hood with minimalist design

-  Indicators for 3 speeds + Power function

-  With silencer

-  Installation with or without chimney possible (when installed in recirculation mode the chimney is superflue)

-  Run-on function during 10 minutes 

Accessories: splashback panel, chimney extension en remote control

HEAD’LINE
WALL COOKER HOODS
HEADFREE COOKING COMBINED WITH AN INDUSTRIAL LOOK

  60cm  7809  option   
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.92-93
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

Stainless 

steel

EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Command Airflow***

Speed 3 (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

661 C integrated 60 rotary switch 346 60/48

662 C integrated 60 rotary switch 594 63/51

663 C integrated 60 touch control 473 58/47

691 C integrated 90 rotary switch 348 60/48

692 C integrated 90 rotary switch 628 61/50

693 C integrated 90 touch control 436 55/43

-  Led lighting (4000K)

-  Minimalist design

-  Stainless steel front (replaceable with cabinet front)

-  Stainless steel bottom plate

-  Electronic or mechanical control

-  Can be aligned with your wall cabinets

-  Electronic control (663, 693): run-on function, 3 speeds+Power-functie, auto-stop, Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Spacer for several cabinet depths for under-cabinet installation (delivered as standard)

- With silencer

Accessories: recirculation kit, remote control, led lighting kit (2700K)

TELESCOPIC
COOKER HOODS
DISCRETE EFFICIENCY

75cm   option     
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Technical specifications, drawing and list with matching accessories p.94
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

-  Lighting with halogen spots

-  Design filter for an even more efficient aspiration

-  Easy control buttons

-  Stainless steel front

-  Stainless steel bottom plate

- Grease filter cleaning indicator

-  Can be aligned with your wall cabinets

-  Spacer for several cabinet depths for under-cabinet installation

Accessories: recirculation kit

TELESCOPIC
COOKER HOODS
THE ESSENCE OF PERFECTION

   75cm option 

Stainless 

steel

EEI Motor Width 

(cm)

Airflow*** 

speed 3 (m³/h)

Airflow***

Power (m³/h)

Noise level speed 3***

dB(A) re 1pW/dB(A)

650 D integrated 60 340 432 44/33

655 D integrated 90 346 444 48/36
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A C C E S S O R I E S

To adapt your cooker hood to your special needs, Novy offers a wide range of accessories.

1.  Recirculation: pleasant kitchen atmosphere even without an outdoor exhaust.

 Check on page 62 when recirculation is het most appropriate. Below you’ll find an overview of the options for the various 

types of cooker hoods. The technical tables at the back, list the matching accessory/accessories for each reference.

Models with monoblock and an specific kit 

For most models, you can simply order an extra kit if you choose recirculation. The content of this kit varies according 

to the model.

Basic kits

7210.400 kit for Pro’line wall cooker hoods 90 and 120 cm  

7240.400  kit for Pro’line island cooker hoods 100 cm  

7250.400  kit for Pro’line island cooker hoods 120 cm  

7300.400  kit for Pro’line wall cooker hood 150 cm  

7400.400  kit for Karat wall cooker hood 90 cm  

7450.400  kit for Karat island cooker hood 120 cm  

7600.400  kit for Flat’line wall cooker hoods 90 and 120 cm  

7640.400  kit for Flat’line island cooker hoods 90, 100 and 120 cm 

7810.400  kit for Vision wall cooker hoods 90 and 120 cm 

Replacement sets

7300.055  monoblock Pro'line and Vision 

7400.055  monoblock Karat  

7600.060  monoblock Flat'line 

Models with monoblock

For these models, you need to order an extra kit if you choose recirculation. You will have to supply the outlet grille to 

return the air to the kitchen.

Basic kits

662.400  kit for models 661, 662, 663  

692.400  kit for models 691, 692, 693  

680.400  kit for Fusion 680, 686; also replacement set 

811.400  kit for monoblock Mini Pure’line 810, 811; also replacement set  

820.400  kit for monoblock Mini Pure’line 820, 821  

850.400  kit for monoblock Maxi Pure'line  

894.400  kit for monoblock Touch  

6830.060  monoblockfilter Pure'line; also replacement set 

 (you will have to supply the outlet grill, min. Ø 150 mm) 

Replacement sets

7300.055  monoblock Mini Pure’line 820, 821 

 order two monoblocks for Maxi Pure'line

662.060  monoblock for 661, 662, 663  

692.060  monoblock for 691, 692, 693  

7600.400

7300.055
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Models standard equipped with recirculation

A few models are only available as recirculation hood, or standard equipped for recirculation. For these models, no extras 

have to be ordered.

Basic kits

7809  Head’line with monoblock  

7510 Zen with Mini Pure'line (821), led 2700K 

7520 Zen with Mini Pure'line (821), led 4000K 

Replacement sets

830.055  monoblock Head'line order two  

7300.055  monoblock 7510, 7520 

The Novy built-in box with monoblock: a universal solution

The built-in recirculation box with monoblock filter was designed to equip our ceiling units or UP_SIDE models with re-

circulation. The box must be built into an existing structure or cabinet and connected to the built-in group.The extracted 

cooking odours and steam are filtered by the box’s monoblock filter. Noise is further muffled. The air is then returned 

to the kitchen through the box’s outlet grille. Detailed dimensions for the different models can be found on page 111.

Basic kits

830.400  in stainless steel (applies to Maxi Pure'line, Pure'line, Mini Pure'line, 877, 878)   

831.400 in white (applies to Maxi Pure'line, Pure'line, Mini Pure'line, 877, 878)

801.400  in white (applies to 874, 876) 

7900.400  for skirting board in stainless steel (applies to 7901, Maxi Pure'line, Pure'line, Mini Pure'line, 877, 878) 

7910.400  for low skirting board (10 cm) in stainless steel (applies to 7901) 

Replacement sets

830.055  monoblock 830.400, 831.400 

7400.055  monoblock 801.400  

7900.055  monoblock 7900.400 

7910.055  monoblock 7910.400  

 

Models with replaceable carbon filter cartridge

Some models come with replaceable cartridges. The cartridges are replaced after a certain period. The kit consists for 

a cartridge filled with activated carbon granules. You will have to supply the outlet grille in the cabinet or structure. (in 

650, 655, 828, 829).

6200.400  kit for 6201  

6200.055  replacement cartridge for 650, 655, 828, 829 

830.400

7900.400

6200.400

Zen
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2.  Remote motors

 A Novy cooker hood can also be absolutely silent, thanks to a remote motor, located indoors or outdoors. Novy offers a 

remote motor on quite a few models. The indoor motor can be installed in another room, such as a storage room, garage 

or attic.

245.999  Motor remote inside   

>  To be combined with motorless decorative cooker hoods 

>  Installation on interior wall

>  Capacity: 760 m³/h actual output

> Intake and output ø 150 mm

>  Power requirements 230V - 50 Hz

445.999  Motor remote outside    

>  To be combined with motorless decorative cooker hoods and Pure’line 

>  Installation on outdoor wall (stainless steel housing)

>  Capacity: 940 m³/h actual output

> Intake ø 150 mm

>  Power requirements 230V - 50 Hz

>  1m sound-insulated tube included

>  Min. distance between hood and motor: 5m

645.999  Flat roof motor (height: 46,5 cm) 

>  To be combined with motorless decorative cooker hoods and Pure’line 

>  Intake ø 150 mm

>  Capacity: 790 m³/h actual output

745.999  Flat roof motor (height: 46,5 cm)  

>  To be combined with motorless decorative cooker hoods and Pure’line 

>  Intake ø 150 mm

>  Capacity: 1150 m³/h actual output

655.999  Flat roof motor (height: 76,5 cm) 

>  To be combined with motorless decorative cooker hoods and Pure’line 

>  Intake ø 150 mm

>  Capacity: 785 m³/h actual output

>  With supplementary silencer

755.999  Flat roof motor (height: 76,5 cm) 

>  To be combined with motorless decorative cooker hoods and Pure’line 

>  Intake ø 150 mm

>  Capacity: 1145 m³/h actual output

>  With supplementary silencer

Technical specifications and drawing page 96-97  
° If the Novy cooker hood is installed without a Novy motor 

(or the motor without a Novy cooker hood), any warranty will be null and void.
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Installation kit for motors

>  For specific models, the supplied motor can easily be remoted internally by means of an extra 

installation kit.

800.994  Kit for remote motor for 810, 811 69,00 EUR*

800.995  Kit for remote motor for 894, 895, 896, 897, 898, 899 69,00 EUR*

800.998 Kit for remote motor for 820, 821 69,00 EUR*

3.  Remote control

 All models with electronic control can be optionally equipped with a remote control. The remote control is finished with a 

soft cover. It has a stylish design and feels comfortable in the hand.

 

This module also provides the option of combining Novy cooker hoods with Novy InTouch induction 

hobs (see page 11)

For models with halogen spots and LED control

990.020  electronic module + control  

For models with dimmable led lighting

990.026  electronic module + control 

Warning! Install the module before mounting the cooker hood

For models with PL and LED control or halogen spots in the middle

990.021  electronic module + control  

Warning! Install the module before mounting the cooker hood

840.029  remote control (available seperately)  

4.  Adapter for limited mounting depth or shallow cabinets

This useful accessory makes the perfect connection from Pure'line ceiling units or UP_SIDE cook-

top hoods to a smooth duct, within a confined space.

830.052  for Maxi Pure'line and 820,821  

6830.052 for Pure'line   

7901.052  for UP_SIDE  
Technical drawings, page 111

5. Led lighting kit (2700K, warm white) 

906.304  2 leds for all models with led lighting* 

906.308  4 leds for all models with led lighting* 

 * except for Head'line

 

830.052

7901.052
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6.  Controlling external lighting or valves.

Would you like to connect extra lighting to your cooker hood? Or do you need to control an electrical 

valve when the cooker hood starts running? This accessory will enable you to control both.

990.030  Kit for valve or external lighting control

 only for hoods with Touch control 

7.  Chimney extension

 If the standard chimney length isn’t long enough, you can always opt for a chimney extension. In the technical tables 

at the end, you will find the reference that corresponds with your hood. When ordering an extension, a lower section is 

supplied to prevent colour variations.

8. Splashback panels

With Novy splashback panels, you can finish the wall under your decorative wall cooker hood in 

attractive stainless steel. For the correct references, see the technical tables at the end.

9.  Stainless steel cleaner

For the most effective cleaning of a stainless steel cooker hood, we recommend Novy stainless 

steel cleaner. A soft, nourishing mousse that doesn’t leave greasy trails and is easy to polish.

10. Grease filters

 To ensure effective grease filtering, you should clean the grease filter regularly (twice a month). We also recommend that 

the filter is replaced every five years.
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6050.020 filter [325x153mm]

6020-serie, 6050-serie, 7010-serie, 

7020-serie, 7050-serie  

7400.020 filter [401x247mm]

for Flat’line, Karat, Pro’line, Maxi 

Pure'line, Vision, Head’line, 820, 821, 

Zen 

6200.020 filter [315x270mm]

for Salsa 

906.109 filter [247x247mm]

for 700-serie, 900-serie, 804, 806, 

805, 814, 815, 807, 817 

7900.020 filter [405x120mm]

for model 7901 

680.020 [260x158,4mm]

for models 680, 686 (2x)  

6830.020 [308x148mm]

for all Pure'line models 

655.020 [422,6x172,6mm]

for model 655 (2x)   

140.040 filter [387x153mm]

6000-serie, 6140-serie, 6070, 7000- 

serie, 7070, 7080, 7150, 7170, 

7200 

605.014 filter [500x153mm]

190-serie, 7190-serie, 603, 604, 

613, 614, 877, 661, 662, 663 

609.014 filter [387x153mm]

180-serie, 6060-serie, 7180-serie, 

7060-serie, 7090-serie, 7100-serie, 

7110-serie, 7340, 7350, 7360, 606, 608, 

616, 618, 874, 876, 878, 883, 884, 888, 

691, 692, 693, 810, 811 

894.020 filter [405x121,5mm]

for all Touch models 

828.020 [515,2x187,6mm]

for model 828 

829.020 [407,3x187,6mm]

for model 829 (2x)  

650.020 [545,7x172,6mm]

for model 650   
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T H E  R I G H T  S O L U T I O N  F O R  E V E R Y  K I T C H E N

Choosing the right cooker hood is very important. Today, more than ever, several external factors play a significant role. As 

a specialist, Novy has developed specific applications and innovative solutions to cover these situations.

The solution that best meets your personal needs depends on how you live and what you prefer. We’ve listed various kitchen 

ventilation solutions in the diagram below.

1.  Extraction or recirculation?

No output without input

A cooker hood only works to its optimum if the air it extracts is replaced with fresh air. Insufficient air supply causes a loss 

of output. So the best option is to provide a sufficient supply of air (through a vent in the window, an open door or window, 

or coming from another space).

Is extraction to the outside possible?

Is the extraction tube longer than 5m or is the built-in height restricted?

No

NoNo

Yes

Yes Yes

Do you have a balanced ventilation system?

With integrated motor With remote motor 

outside/inside/roof 

Recirculation An extractor to the

outside is the best

solution. If this really isn’t

an option. Recirculation 

is only possible if an 

adequate ventilation is 

provided.
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2.  The right motor capacity for your kitchen

Your kitchen layout and hob are two factors which will have a major impact on your choice of cooker hood. For ideal air 

extraction, your hood must be at least as big as your hob. Because odours and steam disperse upwards, we recommend 

a cooker hood that is slightly bigger than the hob. The higher the cooker hood is installed above the hob, the more 

important it is to have a hood that is slightly bigger (e.g. ceiling units).

In the following table we show the options depending on both layout and hob width.

  

Kookvlak

=< 60 cm 75 à 80 cm >80 cm

1. Wall cabinets

 65 to 75 cm above worktop

 depth cabinet:

- 30 cm for telescopic hoods

- 45 cm for built-in units

60 cm

Ø 125 mm or Ø 150 mm

90 cm

Ø 150 mm

90 cm

Or several appliances

Ø 150 mm

2.  Decorative wall cooker   

 hoods

     Up to 75 cm above worktop

60 or 90 cm

Ø 125 or 150 mm

90 cm

Ø 150 mm

120 cm

Ø 150 mm

3.  Decoratieve island cooker  

     hoods

     Up to 85 cm above worktop

90 cm

Ø 150 mm

90-120 cm

Ø 150 mm

120 cm

Ø 150 mm

4.  Pure’line

  Max. ceiling height 2,60 m  

 (spatial ventilation)

N/A 90 or 120 cm

850 m³/h

Ø 150 mm

120 cm or 

2 x 90 cm or

2 x120 cm

Ø 150 mm

5. Maxi Pure’line

 Max. ceiling height 2,60 m 

(spatial ventilation)

N/A 150 cm

ø 2 x 150 mm

150 cm

ø 2 x 150 mm
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3.  The perfect design for your kitchen

The last, but certainly not the least important element in your kitchen's final look is the design of the cooker hood. The 

kitchen layout will also determine which type of cooker hood fits best.

>  Against the wall: a decorative wall model (Flat’line, Pro’line, etc.), a built-in hood (Touch, Mini Pure’line, etc.) in a 

cabinet or chimney, or a ceiling unit (Pure’line) built into your wall cabinets. In this case, the depth of your cabinets is 

a decisive factor.

>  Deep cabinet: built-in group (Touch, Glass group, Mini Pure’line, etc.)

>  Shallow cabinet: Telescopic model, under-cabinet hood, integrated model (Fusion)

>  Above an island: decorative island model (Zen, Flat'line, Pro'line, etc.), built-in hood (Touch, Mini Pure’line, etc.) in a 

cabinet or chimney, or an integrated ceiling unit (Pure’line). 
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1. Planning the right appliance width/ceiling height

The optimal appliance width for every cooker hood depends on the size of the 

hob. We recommend following combinations for Pure'line ceiling units:

2. Installation in a suspended ceiling

Ceiling units installed in a suspended ceiling function optimally. Air flowing 

from all directions builds up underneath the ceiling and attracts exhaust 

rising from the side.

Hob width

 80 cm1

 110 cm

> 110 cm

Ceiling height

 2,60 m

 2,60 m

 2,60 m

Appliance size

87 cm1

117 cm

146 cm or several appliances

1 = When integrated in a suspended ceiling we recommend an appliance width of > 117 cm for hobs larger than 80 cm

3. Installation in a lowered construction

Generally a ceiling unit is integrated in a lowered construction made of wood or 

plasterboard. Two points are important to be taken into account:

a) The lowered construction must be sufficiently deep and wide.

b) The lowered construction must have a vapour chamber that is ca. 3-5 

cm high.

With such a construction, it is important to know that cooking vapours do not 

rise in a vertical line but generally at a 10-15° angle in the shape of a funnel. A  

hood (regardless of type and manufacturer) generally captures the air that is 

ca. 15 cm below the appliance first.

The lowered construction must be large enough – not only sideways but also 

at the back and above the cook's head. This ensures that the vapour does not 

flow past the lowered construction and gets trapped under the ceiling.

The framework of the vapour chamber (see circle in left photo) helps creating 

a better vacuum underneath the lowered construction so that more vapour is 

captured by the hood. Prevent crossflows underneath the hood and make sure 

that enough air is supplied to replace the air that is extracted.

Never use a hose to con-
nect a ceiling unit!



15° 15°

P L A N N I N G  T I P S  F O R  P U R E ' L I N E  C E I L I N G  U N I T S
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Planning example no. 1
Total height 13 cm

Pure'line with air vents and without 
motor for vertical upward exhaust. For 
connection with a remote motor*. Order 
ducting and control cable.

Planning example no. 5
Total height 32 cm

Pure'line with motor for horizontal 
exhaust to the right or the left. This way, 
the air is guided sideways.

Planning example no. 2
Total height 30 cm

Pure'line without motor for sideways 
exhaust with round elbow duct of Ø150 
mm. For connection with a remote mo-
tor*. Order ducting and control cable.

Planning example no. 6
Total height 32 cm

Pure'line with motor for horizontal 
exhaust to the front or the back. This 
way, the air is guided to the front or to 
the back.

Planning example no. 3
Total height 24,4 cm

Pure'line without motor for sideways 
exhaust with flat channel elbow duct 
of 180x95 mm. For connection with a 
remote motor*. Order ducting and con-
trol cable.

Planning example no. 7
Total height 37 cm

Pure'line with motor for vertical upward 
exhaust. This way, the air is guided to 
the front or to the back.

Planning example no. 4
Total height 24,4 cm

Pure'line without motor for sideways 
exhaust with flat channel elbow duct 
of 180x95 mm. For connection with a 
remote motor*. Order ducting and con-
trol cable.

Planning example no. 8
Total height 18 cm

Pure'line with adapter 6830.052 and 
sideways exhaust for remote motor* 
and connection with flat ducts.

5. Rotatable and removable CUBIC motor

One of the special features of the Pure'line ceiling unit is the CUBIC motor, 

which can be easily removed from the hood and installed elsewhere in the 

building. To maximize the exhaust configurations, the motor can be rotated. 

Tip: When the CUBIC motor is removed, it has a height of 302 mm.

An adapter with reduced hight (6830.052) can even lower 

the height to 173 mm (optional).

4. Construction with plasterboard

Both long sides of Pure'line have two holding clamps to keep the hood in 

place. For a quick and simple installation, the material thickness needs to be 

17 to 35 mm on the long sides on which the holding clamps can be fixed. The 

cutout should have a sufficiently high construction on the long sides. Suitable 

components are double plasterboard and aluminium profiles with a height of 6 

cm that is mounted open to the cutout. The holding clamps can securely clamp 

on to the profile. Or, a correspondingly high piece of wood can be placed on 

top of the plasterboard so that the holding clamps can be clamped.

CUBIC-Motor

rotatable and 
removable

P L A N N I N G  T I P S  F O R  P U R E ' L I N E  C E I L I N G  U N I T S

P L A N N I N G  T I P S  F O R  P U R E ' L I N E  C E I L I N G  U N I T S

* remote motor: internal (standard) or external (option)
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I N S T A L L A T I O N  A C C E S S O R I E S

At Novy, there’s a reason we say ‘it all begins with a cooker hood’. For your cooker hood to work flawlessly, it needs to be 

installed properly, and this needs to be thought about early on in the construction phase. Good exhaust ducts play a crucial 

role. We offer a wide range of exhaust ducts and accessories so that you can adapt the installation to suit your particular 

situation.

1.  Duct diameters

To get the optimum performance from your cooker hood, it’s imperative that you maintain the 

diameter of the exhaust outlet across the full distance between the cooker hood and the wall 

opening. Any constriction causes increased resistance, more noise, vapour blowback and potential 

condensation.

2.  Flexible or smooth ducts?

Flexible ducts are often a good solution when there are no (or few) straight lines. A flexible duct 

can also be useful for covering short sections between straight ducts. However, we recommend 

that you always stretch flexible ducts fully before use and fasten them properly so that no additional 

resistance is created for the extracted air.

The smooth ducts in the Novy range are designed to ensure optimum air flow and minimum 

resistance. As a result, your Novy cooker hood will maintain its efficiency with no increase in noise level.

3.  Circular or rectangular ducts?

In the smooth duct range, you have a choice between circular ducts or, if space is at a premium, rectangular ducts, which 

have the same capacity as circular ducts. By using the various accessories (curved sections, transition sections from 

circular to rectangular, etc.), you can adapt the entire exhaust duct to your specific needs.

The importance of air deflectors in the curved sections.

Each curved section in our range is fitted with air deflectors which prevent airflow turbulence 

and reduce noise levels. Tests show that using air deflectors delivers up to 70% less resistance 

(depending on installation and length), which leads to significantly better results.
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4.  Wall exhaust valve and vent

The wall exhaust valve is the last link in your cooker hood's installation. The surface area of the valve (round, square 

or rectangular) must match the surface area of the exhaust duct. We recommend fitting a one-way valve ahead of this 

outlet to prevent cold air from flowing back. This ensures that the cooking odours are driven outside and the cold air 

outside is kept outside. Wall vents in the Novy range include either a one-way valve or hermetic closing (mechanical wall 

vent 906.419) as standard.

Advantages of mechanical wall vents.

Mechanically controlled springs and magnets ensure the valve opens and closes smoothly. Whenever 

the cooker hood is not running, the finishing plate closes flush with the outside wall.

Your installer and/or Novy will be happy to help you to choose the best cooker hood for your kitchen. 

Go to www.novy.com for further information about which cooker hood and installation is right for your dream kitchen.
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906.405  corner adapter  

 94x227x205 mm 

906.406  transition section 

 94x227x150 mm 

906.407  stainless steel wall vent   

 with one-way valve

906.418 15° bend for flat ducts

 94x227x138 mm

90° bend 

906.411  Ø 125 mm 

906.416  Ø 150 mm 

with air deflectors for better results

906.401  rectangular duct 1000 mm

 89x222x1000 mm 

906.402  connector  

 94x227x80 mm 

906.403  horizontal 90° bend 

 with air deflectors  

 94x227x290 mm

906.404  vertical bend 

 with air deflectors  

 94x175x227 mm

906.419 mechanical wall vent   

 Ø 150 mm  

  

round pipe 1 m

906.410   Ø 125 mm 

906.415  Ø 150 mm 

1.  Flat exhaust ducts

These ducts are extremely well suited to ceilings with shallow mounting depths.

2.  Circular ducts and accessories
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Y joint

906.299  2xØ 125 mm - Ø 150 mm  

906.298  2xØ 150 mm - Ø 200 mm 

 

906.297 elbow Ø 125 mm (each)  

aluminium tubing 

906.217  Ø 152 mm (per 3 m) 

906.219  Ø 127 mm (per 3 m)

 

 

installation kit (one-way valve, 3m aluminium tape, 3m aluminium 

tubing 906.217 or 906.219)  

906.300  Ø 125 mm   

906.301  Ø 150 mm   

One-way valve 

906.268 Ø 125 mm 

906.269 Ø 150 mm 

Aluminium wall vent

906.078  173x173 mm 

 for outlet Ø 125 mm  

906.178  210x210 mm  

 for outlet Ø 150 mm

906.079  246x246 mm  

 for outlet Ø 200 mm

connector

906.412    Ø 125 mm 

906.417 Ø 150 mm 

aluminium tubing 

906.216 Ø 127 mm (per 10 m) 

906.218  Ø 152 mm (per 10 m)

flexible silencer

906.288  Ø 127 mm (per meter)  

906.287  Ø 152 mm (per meter) 

 

clamp Ø 60 mm

906.290  135 mm  

906.291  215 mm  

906.292  Aluminium tape (per 50 m)  

  

3.  One-way valves

We recommend using a one-way valve  to prevent cold 

air from flowing in from the outside.

4.  Wall vent

This closes the exhaust duct securely. It keeps out 

cold air, but also other weather and natural pheno-

mena, preventing the exhaust duct from clogging up.
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In induction cooking, a magnetic field is created under the cooking zone. The energy this generates is converted into heat in 

the bottom of the pan, the place where the cooking actually takes place. As a result, cooking times are 2 to 3 times quicker 

than with electric or gas hobs.

Depending on your needs (power, flexibility, number of zones, etc.) you can choose out of three ranges:

- Induction Comfort: a basic range with all the standard advantages.

-  Induction Power: greater flexibility and more powerful modules which improve the cooking result.

-  Induction Pro: total freedom due to the use of octagonal zones combined with smart technology and extreme power.

T H E  N O V Y  G U I D E  T O  I N D U C T I O N  C O O K I N G 

With induction, you’re choosing the most contemporary way of cooking.

Speed, comfort and safety are the basic features of this technology.
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InTouch: control your Novy cooker hood from your Novy induction hob. (unique)

Several Novy induction hobs are equiped with InTouch. Through a RF signal, your Novy cooker hood can be controlled easily 

from your Novy induction hob.

InTouch has ergonomic and practical advantages. All the controls are located at worktop level, are highly visible and easy 

to use and understand. You have full control over the settings of both appliances, and they can always be used entirely 

independent. What’s more, no extra wiring is necessary. InTouch is an option on specific appliances in the Comfort, Power 

and Pro ranges. See also page 11.
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Flush mount or surface mount

Keep warm function

Slider control

Timer and independent cooking alarm

Bridge function

All models can be installed on the worktop, flush or 

semi-flush (for facet finish).

This function allows you to link two adjoining zones so 

that you can control them in one movement. Very handy 

for large pots and pans.

You just have to slide your finger along the control to the setting you want, or you 

can select it directly. The Pro range has a discreet white slider which shows only 

the zone with a pan on it.

Each zone has its own separate timer and the hob is also fitted 

with an independent cooking alarm.

With the keep warm function it’s very easy to maintain a constant temperature of 70°C (or 

95°C on specific models). Some models also have a 45°C melting function, ideal for melting 

chocolate.

N O V Y  I N D U C T I O N  H O B  F E A T U R E S  * 

* Features can change in function of the model.74



Opaque glass

Auto heat-up

Stop & Go

Safety features

Power and Super Power

The glass does not let light through, which 

gives a uniform black cooking surface.

Each zone has its own Power function, which boosts power considerably. Useful 

for boiling large quantities of water, for example. With the Super Power function, 

you can adjust the extra power even more precisely to match the pan’s content.

When a pan is removed, the only heat that remains is from where the pan had been 

in contact with the hob’s surface. The residual heat quickly cools down. If there’s 

no pan on a cooking zone, that zone doesn’t even get hot. The hob has additional 

safety features:

- Residual heat indicator

- Overheating prevention

- Locking mechanism

- Overcooking protection

- Safety switch-off (when appliance is operating for a long time without interruption)

- Child safety lock

The power supply can be temporarily switched 

off. If you touch the control within 10 minutes, all 

previously settings are reinstated.

The pan’s contents are first brought to 

the boiling point, after which the cooking 

process continues at a lower heat.
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Technical drawing p.112
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

INDUCTION 
COMFORT
ALL THE BASIC ADVANTAGES OF INDUCTION COOKING

-  Black opaque glass

-  Slider control with 9 heat levels + Power function

-  Facet finishing

-  Timer for each zone

-  Independent cooking alarm

-  Extensive safety features

-  Zones with different sizes and power levels

- Surface or semi-flush mounting possible

      

Ref. InTouch Dimensions 

LxW (cm)

Cut-out 

(cm)

Zone 

front left

Zone left 

behind

Central 

zone

Zone front 

right

Zone right 

behind

Max. cons.

(W)

1751 59x52 56x49 ø 200mm

2300/3000W

ø 160mm 

1100/1400W

- ø 250mm 

2300/3000W

- 6700

1752 x 59x52 56x49 ø 200mm 

2300/3000W

ø 160mm 

1100/1400W

- ø 250mm 

2300/3000W

- 6700

1753 59x52 56x49 ø 200mm 

2300/3000W

ø 160mm 

1100/1400W

- ø 160mm 

1100/1400W

ø 200mm 

2300/3000W

7400

1754 78x52 75x49 ø 200mm 

2300/3000W

ø 160mm 

1100/1400W

- ø 160mm 

1100/1400W

ø 200mm 

2300/3000W

7400

1755 x 78x52 75x49 ø 200mm 

2300/3000W

ø 160mm 

1100/1400W

- ø 160mm 

1100/1400W

ø 200mm 

2300/3000W

7400

1756 78x37 76x34 ø 200mm 

2300/3000W

- ø 160mm 

1100/1400W

ø 200mm 

2300/3000W

- 6700

1757 x 78x37 76x34 ø 200mm 

2300/3000W

- ø 160mm 

1100/1400W

ø 200mm 

2300/3000W

- 6700

1758 88x52 81x49 ø 160mm 

1100/1400W

ø 160mm 

1100/1400W

ø 250mm 

2300/3000W

ø 160mm 

1100/1400W

ø 200mm 

2300/3000W

7400

1752

1758
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Technical drawing p.112
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

INDUCTION 
POWER
POWER AND FLEXIBILITY FOR REFINED COOKING

-  Black opaque glass

-  Great flexibility due to the use of identical, powerful zones

-  Extra power

-  Slider control with 9 heat levels

-  Facet finishing

-  Super Power function

-  Extensive safety features

-  Surface or semi-flush mounting possible

       

Ref. InTouch Dimensions 

LxW (cm)

Cut-out 

(cm)

2 zones left 2 zones right Max. cons. 

(W)

1763 x 59x52 56x49 220x180mm 

2100/3700W

ø 180mm 

1850/3000W

7400

1724 78x52 75x49 ø 210mm 

2050/3700W

ø 210mm 

2050/3700W

7400

1726 x 78x52 75x49 ø 210mm 

2050/3700W

ø 210mm 

2050/3700W

7400

1767 x 100x40 98,5x38 ø 210mm 

2050/3700W

ø 210mm 

2050/3700W

7400

1763

1767
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Technical drawing p.112
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

INDUCTION 
PRO
TOTAL COOKING FREEDOM THANKS TO ULTIMATE FLEXIBILITY AND SMART TECHNOLOGY

-  Black opaque glass

-  Increased flexibility and cooking surface due to the use of octagonal zones

-  Minimalist serigraphy

-  Pan indicators

-  Slider control with white LEDs

-  Rounded edges

-  Three keep warm levels

-  Super Power function

-  Extensive safety features

-  Surface, semi-flush or flush mounting possible 

       

Ref. InTouch Dimensions 

LxW (cm)

Cut-out (cm) Number of 

octagonal zones

Zones Central zone Max. cons. 

(W)

1773 59x52 56x49 4 220x180mm 

2100/3700W

- 7.400

1774 78x52 75x49 6 220x180mm 

2100/3700W

- 11.100

1777 x 91x41 89x39 4 220x180mm 

2100/3700W

- 7.400

1778 x 88x52 81x49 4 220x180mm 

2100/3700W

ø 260mm 

2600/5500W

11.100

1773

1777

1778
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Technical drawing p.113
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

37803754

INDUCTION 
DOMINOS
COOKING À LA CARTE

Teppan Yaki 38 cm: 2 separate zones, with induction, slider control, timer, 3 keep warm levels, Stop&Go, 2800W

Teppan Yaki 58 cm: 4 separate zones, with induction, slider control, bridge function, timer, 3 keep warm levels, Stop&Go, 5600W

Induction Comfort: 2 round inductors (front: Ø 160 mm, back Ø 200 mm)/ 1400 & 2300 (3000) W, Power function, Touch Control

Induction Pro: 2 square inductors, bridge function, Super Power function, slider control, 2x2100W (2600/3700W),  

 Stop&Go, timer, three keep warm levels

Induction wok: 2300W (3000W with Power function), 9 power levels, timer, Stop&Go, delivered with a Demeyere wok Ø 36 cm

     

Ref. Description Dimensions 

LxW (cm)

Cut-out 

(cm)

3753 Teppan Yaki 2 zone 38x52 37x49

3754 Teppan Yaki 4 zone 58x52 56x49

3762 Induction Pro 38x52 35x49

3772 Induction wok 38x52 37x49

3780 Induction Comfort 38x52 28x49

3730020 Profile for dominos - -
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Technical drawing p.113
The caption can be found on the inside of the flaps.

INDUCTION
MULTI ZONE

- Slider control

- 3 or 4 separate elements + control

- Power function and timer for each zone

- Independent cooking alarm

- Stop&Go

- Keep warm function

- Extensive safety features

      

Ref. Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Max. verbruik 

(W)

1790 ø 200mm 

2300/3100W

ø 160mm 

1100/1770W

ø 200mm 

2300/3100W

ø 160mm 

1100/1770W

7400

1791 ø 200mm 

2300/3100W

ø 160mm 

1100/1770W

ø 200mm 

300/3100W

- 6800
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855 Maxi Pure'line 150cm stainless steel 6830 Pure'line 90cm stainless steel
856 Maxi Pure'line 150cm white 6831 Pure'line 90cm white

Energylabel
Energy efficiency (EEI) (class) / A
Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (kWh/year) / 40,4
Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (FDE) (class) / A
Light Efficiency (LE) (class) / A
Grease Filter Efficiency (GFE) (class) / D
Consumption in off mode P0 (W)
Consumption in standby mode Ps (W) 0,3 0,3

General information
- Motor integrated - •
- Possibility to seperate the motor(s)(indoor installation) - •
- Without motor, use motor 445999 (for outdoor wall mounting)  • ** -
- Kind of light - led (4x2W)
- Dimmable light - •
- With soundproof material • •
- Recirculation (see accesories page 56-57) optional (in combination with 2 remote motors 245.999) optional

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions (WxDxH) (mm) 1460 x 670 x 90 868 x 508 x 313
- Height ceilingunit incl. mounting clamps (without motorbox) (mm) 133 133
- Cut-out dimension (WxD)(mm) 1438 x 648 845 x 485
- Width flange (mm) 14 15
- Adviced mounting height with electrical and ceramic hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 600 - 1600 600 - 1600
- Adviced mounting height with gas and induction hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 650 - 1600 650 - 1600
- Diameter outlet 2 x 150 150

Functions
- Operation remote control / touch control remote control / touch control
- Number of speed 3 + power 3 + power
- Automatic drop Power speed (minutes) 6 6
- Delayed self switching off (minutes) 10 10
- InTouch function for induction *** • •
- Auto-Stop • •
- Light indicator for grease filter cleaning • •
- Light indicator for recirculation filter cleaning/substitution • •
- Connection with external light with remote control (optional) max. 300W (or with relay >300W) -

Airflow and noise level*
Maximum flow (m³/h) ** 815
> Airflow (m³/h)

- Speed 1 ** 269
- Speed 2 ** 447
- Speed 3 ** 591
- Powerspeed - speed 4 ** 707

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed 382
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW / dB(A) re 20µPa)

- Speed 1 ** 34/22
- Speed 2 ** 48/35
- Speed 3 ** 55/42
- Powerspeed - speed 4 ** 59/46

Technical specifications
- Number of filters 7400.020 (2x) 7400.020 (2x) 
- Total power (W) 0 + motors 119
- Positioning exhaust 2 x top top / right / left / front / back
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 35 + motors 21,5 / 6

Accessories
Led lighting kit (2700K) 906.308 
Kit with external lighting (2 spots) 906.305    -
Remote motor inside • (technical details on p.58)
Remote motor outside • (technical details on p.58) -
Flat roof motor • (technical details on p.58)
Recirculation kit -

- Plenumbox with Monoblock recirculation filter (stainless steel) *830.400 (2x) 830.400                      
- Plenumbox with Monoblock recirculation filter (white) *831.400 (2x) 831.400                       
- Plenumbox with Monoblock recirculation filter (stainless steel) (140x820x298mm) *7900.400 (2x) 7900.400  
- Kit with Monoblock filters (without plenumbox) *850.400 (2x) 

*in combination with 2 remote motors 245.999
- 

Kit for installing remote motors - -
Adapter connection flat pipe 830.052 (2x)                      6830.052                            
Extended cable for seperated motor (5m) 7000.092 (2x)                  7000.094                           

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)

** The ceiling unit must be connected to the external motor for mounting  outside the house, type 445999 
(see accessories page 64) . The airflow and the noise are depending on the installation of the motor.

*** InTouch provides the ability to operate the Novy hood from your Novy induction hob. Some models are 
standard equipped with InTouch. There is alos the possibility for some models to fulfill with InTouch with an 
optional set.  A remote control is standard supplied within this set.
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6833 Pure'line 90cm stainless steel 6835 Pure'line 90cm stainless steel 6838 Pure'line 90cm stainless steel 6840 Pure'line 120cm stainless steel
6834 Pure'line 90cm white 6836 Pure'line 90cm white 6839 Pure'line 90cm white 6841 Pure'line 120cm white

A+ A+
26,6 32,2

A / / A
/ / / C
E / / D

0,3 0,3 0,3 0,3

• - - •
• - - •
-  • **  • ** -
- led (4x2W) - led (4x2W)
- • - •
• • • •

optional - - optional

868 x 508 x 313 868 x 508 x 81 868 x 508 x 81 1168 x 508 x 313
133 133 133 133

845 x 485 845 x 485 845 x 485 1145 x 485
15 15 15 15

600 - 1600 600 - 1600 600 - 1600 600 - 1600
650 - 1600 650 - 1600 650 - 1600 650 - 1600

150 150 150 150

remote control / touch control remote control / touch control remote control / touch control remote control / touch control
3 + power 3 + power 3 + power 3 + power

6 6 6 6
10 10 10 10
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• - - •

max. 300W (or with relay >300W) - max. 300W (or with relay >300W) -

815 ** ** 815

278 ** ** 271
467 ** ** 455
612 ** ** 602
688 ** ** 693
370 390

35/24 ** ** 35/24
47/35 ** ** 47/35
55/42 ** ** 55/42
58/46 ** ** 58/46

7400.020 (2x) 7400.020 (2x) 7400.020 (2x) 7400.020 (2x) 
106 13 + motor 0 + motor 118

top / right / left / front / back top top top / right / left / front / back
21,5 / 6 16,5 + motor 16,5 + motor 24,5 / 6

906.308 906.308 
- - - -

• (technical details on p.58) • (technical details on p.58)
- • (technical details on p.58) • (technical details on p.58)

• (technical details on p.58) • (technical details on p.58)
- - -
830.400                      - - 830.400                      
831.400                       - - 831.400                       
7900.400  - - 7900.400
- - - -

- - - -
6830.052                             6830.052                             6830.052                             99,00 EUR 6830.052                             
7000.094                             7000.092                             7000.092                             27,00 EUR 7000.094                            
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6843 Pure'line 120cm stainless steel 6845 Pure'line 120cm stainless steel
6844 Pure'line 120cm white 6846 Pure'line 120cm white

Energylabel
Energy efficiency (EEI) (class) A+
Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (kWh/year) 29,8
Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (FDE) (class) A /
Light Efficiency (LE) (class) / /
Grease Filter Efficiency (GFE) (class) E /
Consumption in off mode P0 (W)
Consumption in standby mode Ps (W) 0,3 0,3

General information
- Motor integrated • -
- Possibility to seperate the motor(s)(indoor installation) • -
- Without motor, use motor 445999 (outside remote motor or flat roof motor) -  • **
- Kind of light - led (4x2W)
- Dimmable light - -
- With soundproof material • •
- Recirculation (see accesories page 56-57) optional -

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions (WxDxH) (mm) 1168 x 508 x 313 1168 x 508 x 81
- Height ceilingunit incl. mounting clamps (without motorbox) 133 133
- Dimensions opening (W x D)(mm) 1145 x 485 1145 x 485
- Width flange (mm) 15 15
- Adviced mounting height with electrical and ceramic hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 600 - 1600 600 - 1600
- Adviced mounting height with gas and induction hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 650 - 1600 650 - 1600
- Diameter outlet 150 150

Functions
- Operation remote control / touch control remote control / touch control
- Number of speed 3 + power 3 + power
- Automatic drop Power speed (minutes) 6 6
- Delayed self switching off (minutes) 10 10
- InTouch function for induction *** • •
- Auto-Stop • •
- Light indicator for grease filter cleaning • •
- Light indicator for recirculation filter cleaning/substitution • -
- Connection with external light with remote control (optional) max. 300W (or with relay >300W) -

Airflow and noise level*
Maximum flow (m³/h) 815 **
> Airflow (m³/h)

- Speed 1 279 **
- Speed 2 451 **
- Speed 3 592 **
- Powerspeed - speed 4 689 **

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed 368
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW / dB(A) re 20µPa)

- Speed 1 36/26 **
- Speed 2 46/35 **
- Speed 3 55/42 **
- Powerspeed - speed 4 57/46 **

Technical specifications
- Number of filters 7400.020 (2x) 7400.020 (2x) 
- Total power (W) 105 13 + motor
- Positioning exhaust top / right / left / front / back top
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 24,5 / 6 19,5 + motor

Accessories
Led lighting kit (2700K) 906.308 
Remote motor inside - • (technical details on p.58)
Remote motor outside • (technical details on p.58)
Flat roof motor • (technical details on p.58)
Recirculation kit

- Plenumbox with Monoblock recirculation filter (stainless steel) 830.400                       -
- Plenumbox with Monoblock recirculation filter (white) 831.400                     -
- Plenumbox with Monoblock recirculation filter (stainless steel) (140x820x298mm) 7900.400  -
- Plenumbox with Monoblock recirculation filter (stainless steel) (98x818x290mm)  - -
- Kit with monoblock filters - -

Kit for installing remote motors - -
Adapter connection flat pipe 6830.052                             6830.052                             
Extended cable for seperated motor (5m) 7000.094                             7000.092                            

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)

** The ceiling unit must be connected to the external motor for mounting  outside the house, type 445999 
(see accessories page 64) . The airflow and the noise are depending on the installation of the motor.

*** InTouch provides the ability to operate the Novy hood from your Novy induction hob. Some models are 
standard equipped with InTouch. There is alos the possibility for some models to fulfill with InTouch with an 
optional set.  A remote control is standard supplied within this set.
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6848 Pure'line 120cm stainless steel 810 Mini Pure'line 60cm stainless steel 820 Mini Pure'line 90cm stainless steel
6849 Pure'line 120cm white 811 Mini Pure'line 60cm white 821 Mini Pure'line 90cm white

A A+
36,3 29,1

/ A A
/ A A
/ D D

0,3 0,3 0,31

- • •
- optional optional

 • ** - -
- led (4x2W) led (4x2W)
- • •
• • •
- optional optional

1168 x 508 x 81 560  x  301  x  330 860  x  301  x  330
133  -  - 

1145 x 485 545  x  286 845  x  286
15 10 10

600 - 1600 600 - 750 600 - 750
650 - 1600 650 - 750 650 - 750

150 150 150

remote control / touch control remote control / touch control remote control / touch control
3 + power 3 + power 3 + power

6 6 6
10 10 10
• • •
• • •
• • •
- • •

max. 300W (or with relay >300W) - -

** 815 815

** 210 253
** 353 425
** 469 563
** 576 655

380 364

** 35/25 36/27
** 50/38 49/38
** 57/46 57/46
** 61/49 60/49

7400.020 (2x) 609.014 7400.020 
0 + motor 119 118

top top / right / left / top / back top / right / left / top / back
19,5 + motor 17 / 6 28 / 6

906.308 906.308 
• (technical details on p.58) - -
• (technical details on p.58) - -
• (technical details on p.58)

- 830.400 830.400 
- 831.400 831.400 
- 7900.400  7900.400  
- - -
- 811.400 820.400 
- 800.994 800.998 
6830.052                             - 830.052 
7000.092                             7000.094                            7000.094                             
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894 Touch 60cm white glass 896 Touch 90cm white glass
895 Touch 60cm white glass 897 Touch 90cm white glass

Energylabel
Energy efficiency (EEI) (class) C D
Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (kWh/year) 64,9 83,7
Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (FDE) (class) C C
Light Efficiency (LE) (class) C E
Grease Filter Efficiency (GFE) (class) B B
Consumption in off mode P0 (W)
Consumption in standby mode Ps (W) 0,37 0,37

General information
- Motor integrated • •
- Possibility to seperate the motor(s)(indoor installation) optional optional
- Without motor, use motor 445999 (outside remote motor or flat roof motor)
- Kind of light TL 5 (2x13W) TL 8 (2x25W)
- Dimmable light - -
- With soundproof material • •
- Recirculation (see accesories page 56-57) optional optional

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions (WxDxH) (mm) 563 x 301 x 331 860 x 301 x 331
- Height ceilingunit incl. mounting clamps (without motorbox) - -
- Dimensions opening (W x D)(mm) 545 x 286 845 x 286
- Width flange (mm) 10 10
- Adviced mounting height with electrical and ceramic hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 600 - 750 600 - 750
- Adviced mounting height with gas and induction hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 650 - 750 650 - 750
- Diameter outlet 125 125

Functions
- Operation touch control / touch control+remote control touch control / touch control+remote control
- Number of speed 3 + power 3 + power
- Automatic drop Power speed (minutes) 6 6
- Delayed self switching off (minutes) 10 10
- InTouch function for induction *** optional/• optional / •
- Auto-Stop • •
- Light indicator for grease filter cleaning • •
- Light indicator for recirculation filter cleaning/substitution • •
- Connection with external light with remote control (optional) - -

Airflow and noise level*
Maximum flow (m³/h) 470 470
> Airflow (m³/h)

- Speed 1 172 166
- Speed 2 261 253
- Speed 3 356 346
- Powerspeed - speed 4 418 412

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed 392 393
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW / dB(A) re 20µPa)

- Speed 1 38/23 37/23
- Speed 2 45/31 44/30
- Speed 3 51/37 50/36
- Powerspeed - speed 4 55/41 54/40

Technical specifications
- Number of filters 894.020 894.020 
- Total power (W) 136 165
- Positioning exhaust top / right / left / top / back top / right / left / top / back
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 17 / 6 26 / 6

Accessories
Recirculation kit

- Plenumbox with Monoblock recirculation filter (stainless steel) - -
- Plenumbox with Monoblock recirculation filter (white) 801.400 801.400 
- Plenumbox with Monoblock recirculation filter (stainless steel) (140x820x298mm) - -
- Plenumbox with Monoblock recirculation filter (stainless steel) (98x818x290mm)  - -
- Kit with monoblock filter 894.400 894.400 

Kit for installing remote motors 800.995 800.995 
Adapter connection flat pipe - -
Extended cable for seperated motor (5m) 7000.092                             7000.092                             
Kit for remote control (InTouch)*** 990.021 990.021 

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)

*** InTouch provides the ability to operate the Novy hood from your Novy induction hob. Some models are 
standard equipped with InTouch. There is alos the possibility for some models to fulfill with InTouch with an 
optional set.  A remote control is standard supplied within this set.
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898 Touch 90cm white glass 828 Inbouw 60cm stainless steel 829 Inbouw 90cm stainless steel
899 Touch 90cm white glass

D D D
136,9 88 90

D E E
E E E
B B B

0,36 0,7 0,73

• • •
optional - -

TL 8 (2x25W) halogen spots (2x20W) halogen spots (2x20W)
- - -
• - -

optional optional optional

860 x 301 x 331 546 x 296 x 279 846 x 296 x 279
-

845 x 286 525 x 275 825 x 275
10 12 12

600 - 750 600 - 750 600 - 750
650 - 750 650 - 750 650 - 750

150 150 (125) **** 150 (125) ****

touch control / touch control+remote control touch control touch control
3 + power 4 4

6 - -
10 - -

optional / • - -
• - -
• • •
• • •
- - -

1080 460 460

354 230 235
441 281 291
539 332 346
624 427 444
417 300 307

47/33 42/31 38/27
54/40 46/35 42/31
59/46 49/37 46/34
63/50 51/39 51/39

894.020 37,00 EUR 828.020 59,00 EUR 829.020 (x2) 59,00 EUR (x2)
300 146 150

top / right / left / top / back top top
28 / 6 10 11,5

- -
830.400 6200.055 6200.055 
831.400 - -
7900.400  - -
- - -
894.400 - -
800.995 - -
- - -
7000.092                             - -
990.021 - -
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661 telescopic 60cm stainless steel 662 telescopic 60cm stainless steel

Energylabel
Energy efficiency (EEI) (class) C C
Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (kWh/year) 46,4 83,1
Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (FDE) (class) D D
Light Efficiency (LE) (class) A A
Grease Filter Efficiency (GFE) (class) D E
Consumption in off mode P0 (W) 0 0
Consumption in standby mode Ps (W)

General information
- Motor integrated • •
- Kind of light led (2x2W) led (2x2W)
- Dimmable light - -
- With soundproof material • •
- Colour front stainless steel (replaceable) stainless steel (replaceable)
- Recirculation (see accesories page 56-57) optional optional

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions (WxDxH) (mm) 598 x 290 x 348 598 x 290 x 405
- Minimum dimensions cabinet (WxDxH) 600 x 280 x 450 600 x 280 x 450
- Adviced mounting height with electrical and ceramic hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 600 - 750 600 - 750
- Adviced mounting height with gas and induction hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 600 - 750 600 - 750
- Diameter outlet 125 150

Functions
- Operation rotary switch rotary switch
- Number of speed 3 3
- Automatic drop Power speed (minutes) - -
- Delayed self switching off (minutes) - -
- InTouch function for induction *** - -
- Auto-Stop - -
- Light indicator for grease filter cleaning - -
- Light indicator for recirculation filter cleaning/substitution - -

Airflow and noise level*
Maximum flow (m³/h) 470 940
> Airflow (m³/h)

- Speed 1 212 387
- Speed 2 259 464
- Speed 3 346 594
- Powerspeed - speed 4  -  -

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed 356 410
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW / dB(A) re 20µPa)

- Speed 1 49/38 55/43
- Speed 2 54/43 58/47
- Speed 3 60/48 63/51
- Powerspeed - speed 4  -  -

Technical specifications
- Number of filters 605.014 605.014 
- Total power (W) 103 182
- Positioning exhaust top top
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 12 13

Accessories
Led lighting kit (2700K) 906.304 906.304 
Recirculation kit 662.400 662.400 
Kit for remote control (InTouch ***) - -

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)

*** InTouch provides the ability to operate the Novy hood from your Novy induction hob. Some models are 
standard equipped with InTouch. There is alos the possibility for some models to fulfill with InTouch with an 
optional set.  A remote control is standard supplied within this set. 
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663 telescopic 60cm stainless steel 691 telescopic 90cm stainless steel 692 telescopic 90cm stainless steel 693 telescopic 90cm stainless steel

C C C C
82,1 45,4 79 80,4

D D C C
A A A A
E D F E

0 0
0,21 0,21

• • • •
led (2x2W) led (2x2W) led (2x2W) led (2x2W)

• - - •
• • • •

stainless steel (replaceable) stainless steel (replaceable) stainless steel (replaceable) stainless steel (replaceable)
optional optional optional optional

598 x 290 x 405 898 x 290 x 348 898 x 290 x 348 898 x 290 x 348
600 x 280 x 450 900 x 280 x 450 900 x 280 x 450 900 x 280 x 450

600 - 750 600 - 750 600 - 750 600 - 750
600 - 750 600 - 750 600 - 750 600 - 750

150 125 150 150

touch control rotary switch rotary switch touch control
3 + power 3 3 3 + power

6 - - 6
10 - - 10

optional - - optional
• - - •
• - - •
• - - •

940 470 940 940

285 215 378 259
397 257 457 356
473 348 628 436
614  -  - 605
418 384 415 414

47/36 48/36 50/39 43/32
55/43 52/41 55/43 50/39
58/47 60/48 61/50 55/43
63/51  -  - 61/50

605.014 609.014 (x2) 609.014 (x2) 609.014 (x2) 
181 101 194 200
top top top top
13 16 18 18

906.304 906.304 906.304 906.304
662.400 692.400 692.400 692.400 
990.021 - - 990.021 
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650 telescopic 60cm stainless steel 655 telescopic 90cm stainless steel

Energylabel
Energy efficiency (EEI) (class) D D
Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (kWh/year) 93,8 92
Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (FDE) (class) E E
Light Efficiency (LE) (class) C D
Grease Filter Efficiency (GFE) (class) B B
Consumption in off mode P0 (W)
Consumption in standby mode Ps (W) 0,76 0,72

General information
- Motor integrated • •
- Kind of light halogen spots (2x20W) halogen spots (2x20W)
- Dimmable light - -
- With soundproof material - -
- Colour front stainless steel (non replaceable) stainless steel (non replaceable)
- Recirculation (see accesories page 56-57) optional optional

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions (WxDxH) (mm) 598 x 290 x 316 898 x 290 x 316
- Minimum dimensions cabinet (WxDxH) 600 x 280 x 300 900 x 280 x 300
- Adviced mounting height with electrical and ceramic hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 600 - 750 600 - 750
- Adviced mounting height with gas and induction hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 650 - 750 650 - 750
- Diameter outlet 150 (125) **** 150 (125) ****

Functions
- Operation touch control touch control
- Number of speed 4 4
- Automatic drop Power speed (minutes) - -
- Delayed self switching off (minutes) - -
- InTouch function for induction *** - -
- Auto-Stop - -
- Light indicator for grease filter cleaning • •
- Light indicator for recirculation filter cleaning/substitution • •

Airflow and noise level*
Maximum flow (m³/h) 460 460
> Airflow (m³/h)

- Speed 1 222 235
- Speed 2 283 295
- Speed 3 340 346
- Powerspeed - speed 4 432 444

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed 292 287
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW / dB(A) re 20µPa)

- Speed 1 37/26 39/28
- Speed 2 41/30 44/32
- Speed 3 44/33 48/36
- Powerspeed - speed 4 49/37 52/40

Technical specifications
- Number of filters 650.020 655.020 (x2) 
- Total power (W) 147 146
- Positioning exhaust top top
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 10 12
- Remote control (available seperately)

Accessories
Recirculation kit 6200.055 6200.055 
Kit for remote control (InTouch ***) - -

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)

*** InTouch provides the ability to operate the Novy hood from your Novy induction hob. Some models are 
standard equipped with InTouch. There is alos the possibility for some models to fulfill with InTouch with an 
optional set.  A remote control is standard supplied within this set.

**** The exhaust of the engine has a diameter of 150mm. The advice is to connect a pipe with a diameter of 
150mm. An adapter of 125mm is included, but only place the adapter if there is a pipe with a diameter of 
125mm. 
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680 Fusion 60cm white glass 686 Fusion 90cm white glass

A A
36,6 37,9

A A
D D
B B

0,59 0,43

• •
TL8 (1x15W) TL8 (1x16W)

- -
• •
- -

optional optional

520 x 280 x 320 820 x 280 x 320
505 x 265 805 x 265
600 - 750 600 - 750
650 - 750 650 - 750

150 150

touch control touch control
3 + power 3 + power

6 6
10 10
• •
• •
• •
• •

815 815

257 277
426 462
564 606
652 696
366 371

37/26 38/28
49/37 48/37
56/44 56/44
60/48 59/48

680.020 680.020 (x2) 
126 124

top / back top / back
12,5 15,2

• •

680.400 680.400 
840.029  840.029  
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245.999 445.999
External motorunit for inside the house External motorunit for outside the house

General information
- Motor integrated • •
- With soundproof material • •
- With isolated roof socket - -
- With isolated roof socket and sound absorber - -
- With automatic shutter (galvanized) - -
- Isolator switch - -

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions motorunit (WxDxH)(mm) 309 x 280 x 244 400 x 130 x 500
- Diameter outlet (mm) 150 150
- Diameter inlet (tube) - -
- Diameter inlet (opening roof) - -

Functions
- Operation in combination with hood in combination with hood
- Number of speed 3 + power 3 + power
- Minimum / maximum operating temperature (°C) - -

Airflow and noise level
Maximum Airflow (m³/h) 1080 1450
> Airflow (m3/u) / druk (Pa) (EN 61591)

- Speed 1 401/350 330/380
- Speed 2 503/370 520/450
- Speed 3 634/410 660/520
- Powerspeed - speed 4 760/450 940/660

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW/ dB(A) re 20µPa)(EN 60704-2-13)

- Speed 1 42/30 43/31
- Speed 2 47/35 49/37
- Speed 3 53/40 52/40
- Powerspeed - speed 4 57/43 56/43

> Noise level measured on the extract side Lwa5 (dB(A))** (DIN 45635-2)
- Speed 1 - -
- Speed 2 - -
- Speed 3 - -
- Powerspeed - speed 4 - -

Technical specifications
- Total power (W) 250 184
- Positioning exhaust top / right / left / front / back under
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 6 11

Accessories
Extended cable for seperated motor (5m) 7000.092 7000.092 

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)
** geluidsniveau gemeten volgens de norm DIN 45635-2
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645.999 745.999 655.999 755.999
External motor for outside on flat roof 46,5 cm External motor for outside on flat roof 46,5 cm External motor for outside on flat roof 76,5 cm External motor for outside on flat roof 76,5 cm

• • • •
- - - -
• • - -
- - • •
• • • •
• • • •

388 x 388 x 465 388 x 388 x 465 388 x 388 x 765 388 x 388 x 765
- - - -

150 150 150 150
180 180 180 180

in combination with hood in combination with hood in combination with hood in combination with hood
3 + power 3 + power 3 + power 3 + power

25/65 25/65 25/50 25/65

- - - -

590/450 855/590 585/450 850/590
700/495 975/625 695/495 970 /625
750/510 1080/650 745/510 1075/650
790/540 1150/670 785/540 1145/670

- - - -
- - - -
- - - -
- - - -

56 61 50 55
58 62 52 56
61 63 55 57
63 64 56 58

129 191 129 191
vertical vertical vertical vertical

9,3 10,7 12,5 13,9

7000.092 7000.092 7000.092 7000.092 
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7901 UP_SIDE Stainless steel

Energylabel
Energy efficiency (EEI) (class) C
Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (kWh/year) 78,3
Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (FDE) (class) D
Light Efficiency (LE) (class) /
Grease Filter Efficiency (GFE) (class) D
Consumption in off mode P0 (W) 0
Consumption in standby mode Ps (W)

General information
- Motor integrated •
- With soundproof material •
- Recirculation (see accesories page 56-57) optional

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions cooker hood (WxDxH) (mm) 472 x 520 x 222
- Dimensions opening (W x D)(mm) www.novy.com
- Width flange (mm) 10
- Diameter outlet 150

Functions
- Operation manueel
- Number of speed 2

Airflow and noise level
Maximum flow (m³/h) 940
> Airflow (m³/h)

- Speed 1 439
- Speed 2 559

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed 384
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW / dB(A) re 20µPa)

- Speed 1 56/45
- Speed 2 62/50

Technical specifications
- Number of filters 7900.020 
- Total power (W) 200
- Positioning exhaust front/back
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 15

Accessories
Recirculation kit
- Plenumbox (height 98 mm) with Monoblock recirculation filter (Stainless steel) 7910.400   
- Plenumbox (height 140 mm) with Monoblock recirculation filter (Stainless steel) 7900.400
- Plenumbox with Monoblock recirculation filter (270x500x295mm) 830.400                      
- Plenumbox with Monoblock recirculation filter (270x500x295mm) 831.400                       
Adapter connection flat pipe 7901.052 

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)
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7600 Flat'line 90cm stainless steel 7605 Flat'line 90cm stainless steel

Energylabel
Energy efficiency (EEI) (class) A+ /
Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (kWh/year) 33,4 /
Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (FDE) (class) A /
Light Efficiency (LE) (class) A /
Grease Filter Efficiency (GFE) (class) D /
Consumption in off mode P0 (W)
Consumption in standby mode Ps (W) 0,3 0,3

General information
- Motor integrated • -
- Kind of light led (4x2W) led (4x2W)
- Dimmable light • •
- With soundproof material • •
- Recirculation (see accesories page 56-57) optional -

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions (BxD) (mm) 898 x 554 898 x 554
- Height (Hmin - Hmax)(mm) 660 - 1050 660 - 1050
- Height with recirculation (Hmin-Hmax) 730 - 1120 -
- Maximum height with chimney extension (mm)(optional) 1410 1410
- Maximum height with Chimney extension recirculation (mm) (optional) 1480 -
- Adviced mounting height with electrical and ceramic hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 600 - 750 600 - 750
- Adviced mounting height with gas and induction hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 650 - 750 650 - 750
- Diameter outlet 150 150

Functions
- Operation touch control touch control
- Number of speed 3 + power 3 + power
- Automatic drop Power speed (minutes) 6 6
- Delayed self switching off (minutes) 10 10
- InTouch function for induction *** optional optional
- Auto-Stop • •
- Light indicator for grease filter cleaning • •
- Light indicator for recirculation filter cleaning/substitution • -

Airflow and noise level*
Maximum flow (m³/h) 815 -
> Airflow (m³/h)

- Speed 1 271 *
- Speed 2 466 *
- Speed 3 616 *
- Powerspeed - speed 4 710 *

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed 372
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW / dB(A) re 20µPa)

- Speed 1 35/24 *
- Speed 2 47/36 *
- Speed 3 55/44 *
- Powerspeed - speed 4 57/46 *

Technical specifications
- Number of filters 7400.020 59,00 EUR 7400.020 59,00 EUR
- Total power (W) 119 12 + motor
- Positioning exhaust top top
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 30 27 + motor

Accessories
Led lighting kit (2700K) 906.308 906.308 
Motor **
- Remote motor inside - • (technical details on p.58)
- Remote motor outside - • (technical details on p.58)
- Flat roof motor • (technical details on p.58)
Chimney extension 7600.100  7600.100 
Recirculation kit 7600.400 -
Splashback panel 
- 500 mm high - -
- 690 mm high 150.250 150.250 
- 750 mm high 150.275 150.275 
Kit for remote control (InTouch ***) 990.026 990.026 
Extended cable - 7000.092                             

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)

** There is the choice between an external motor for inisde the house (345999) of a motor outside on the 
wall (445999). The airflow and the noise are depending on the installation of the motor  (p.64).

*** InTouch provides the ability to operate the Novy hood from your Novy induction hob. Some models are 
standard equipped with InTouch. There is alos the possibility for some models to fulfill with InTouch with an 
optional set.  A remote control is standard supplied within this set. 
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7610 Flat'line 120cm stainless steel 7615 Flat'line 120cm stainless steel

Energylabel
Energy efficiency (EEI) (class) A+ /
Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (kWh/year) 33,9 /
Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (FDE) (class) A /
Light Efficiency (LE) (class) A /
Grease Filter Efficiency (GFE) (class) D /
Consumption in off mode P0 (W)
Consumption in standby mode Ps (W) 0,2 0,2

General information
- Motor integrated • -
- Kind of light led (4x2W) led (4x2W)
- Dimmable light • •
- With soundproof material • •
- Recirculation (see accesories page 56-57) optional -

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions (BxD) (mm) 1198 x 554 1198 x 554
- Height (Hmin - Hmax)(mm) 660 - 1050 660 - 1050
- Height with recirculation (Hmin-Hmax) 730 - 1120 -
- Maximum height with chimney extension (mm)(optional) 1410 1410
- Maximum height with Chimney extension recirculation (mm) (optional) 1480 -
- Adviced mounting height with electrical and ceramic hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 600 - 750 600 - 750
- Adviced mounting height with gas and induction hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 650 - 750 650 - 750
- Diameter outlet 150 150

Functions
- Operation touch control touch control
- Number of speed 3 + power 3 + power
- Automatic drop Power speed (minutes) 6 6
- Delayed self switching off (minutes) 10 10
- InTouch function for induction *** optional optional
- Auto-Stop • •
- Light indicator for grease filter cleaning • •
- Light indicator for recirculation filter cleaning/substitution • -

Airflow and noise level*
Maximum flow (m³/h) 815 -
> Airflow (m³/h)

- Speed 1 275 *
- Speed 2 463 *
- Speed 3 612 *
- Powerspeed - speed 4 698 *

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed 369
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW / dB(A) re 20µPa)

- Speed 1 36/26 *
- Speed 2 49/38 *
- Speed 3 55/44 *
- Powerspeed - speed 4 59/48 *

Technical specifications
- Number of filters 7400.020 7400.020 
- Total power (W) 118 12 + motor
- Positioning exhaust top top
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 38,5 35,5 + motor

Accessories
Led lighting kit (2700K) 906.308 906.308 
Motor **
- Remote motor inside - • (technical details on p.58)
- Remote motor outside - • (technical details on p.58)
- Flat roof motor - • (technical details on p.58)
Chimney extension 7600.100 7600.100 
Recirculation kit 7600.400 -
Splashback panel 
- 500 mm high - -
- 690 mm high 170.200 170.200 
- 750 mm high 170.275 170.275 
Kit for remote control (InTouch ***) 990.026 990.026 
Extended cable - 7000.092                             

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)

** There is the choice between an external motor for inisde the house (345999) of a motor outside on the 
wall (445999). The airflow and the noise are depending on the installation of the motor  (p.64).

*** InTouch provides the ability to operate the Novy hood from your Novy induction hob. Some models are 
standard equipped with InTouch. There is alos the possibility for some models to fulfill with InTouch with an 
optional set.  A remote control is standard supplied within this set. 
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6201 Salsa 90cm stainless steel 7211 Pro'line 90cm 7216 Pro'line 90cm 7221 Pro'line 120cm

C B C
84,7 46,5 97,7

B B / B
F A / A
F D / E

0,67 0,31 0,31 0,3

• • - •
halogen spots (2x20W) led (4x2W) led (4x2W) led (4x2W)

- - - -
- • • •

optional optional optional optional

898 x 520 898 x 554 898 x 554 1198 x 554
710 - 1140 710 - 1100 710 - 1100 710 - 1100
765 - 1205 780 - 1170 - 780 - 1170

1460 1460 1460 1460
1525 1530 - 1530

600 - 750 600 - 750 600 - 750 600 - 750
650 - 750 650 - 750 650 - 750 650 - 750

150 150 150 150

touch control touch control touch control touch control
4 3 + power 3 + power 3 + power
- 6 6 6

10 10 10 10
- optional optional optional
- • • •
• • • •
• • - •

694 700 * 1080

246 225 * 332
337 304 * 425
451 390 * 590
611 511 * 798
498 346 408

41/31 41/29 * 49/36
49/39 48/35 * 55/42
56/45 53/40 * 60/48
62/51 58/45 * 64/52

6200.020 7400.020 7400.020 7400.020 
221 144 12 + motor 269
top top top top
20 31,5 28,5 + motor 40

906.308 906.308 906.308 

- - • (technical details on p.58) -
- - • (technical details on p.58) -
- - • (technical details on p.58) -
6200100 7410.100 7410.100 7410.100 
6200400 7210.400 - 7210.400 

- - - -
150.200 150.200 150.200 170.200 
150.275  150.275 150.275 170.275 
- 990.021 990.021 990.021 
- 7000.092                             -
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7226 Pro'line 120cm spots 7300 Pro'line 150cm stainless steel

Energylabel
Energy efficiency (EEI) (class) / C
Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (kWh/year) / 98,3
Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (FDE) (class) / B
Light Efficiency (LE) (class) / B
Grease Filter Efficiency (GFE) (class) / E
Consumption in off mode P0 (W)
Consumption in standby mode Ps (W) 0,3 0,27

General information
- Motor integrated - •
- Kind of light led (4x2W) led (4x2W)
- Dimmable light - -
- With soundproof material • •
- Recirculation (see accesories page 56-57) - optional

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions (BxD) (mm) 1198 x 554 1498 x 554
- Height (Hmin - Hmax)(mm) 710 - 1100 710 - 1100
- Height with recirculation (Hmin-Hmax) - 780 - 1170
- Maximum height with chimney extension (mm)(optional) 1460 1460
- Maximum height with Chimney extension recirculation (mm) (optional) - 1530
- Adviced mounting height with electrical and ceramic hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 600 - 750 600 - 750
- Adviced mounting height with gas and induction hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 650 - 750 650 - 750
- Diameter outlet 150 150

Functions
- Operation touch control touch control
- Number of speed 3 + power 3 + power
- Automatic drop Power speed (minutes) 6 6
- Delayed self switching off (minutes) (min.) 10 10
- InTouch function for induction *** optional optional
- Auto-Stop • •
- Light indicator for grease filter cleaning • •
- Light indicator for recirculation filter cleaning/substitution - •

Airflow and noise level*
Maximum flow (m³/h) * 1080
> Airflow (m³/h)

- Speed 1 * 353
- Speed 2 * 442
- Speed 3 * 604
- Powerspeed - speed 4 * 839

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed 410
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW / dB(A) re 20µPa)

- Speed 1 * 48/35
- Speed 2 * 54/41
- Speed 3 * 61/48
- Powerspeed - speed 4 * 66/54

Technical specifications
- Number of filters 7400.020 7400.020 (x2) 
- Total power (W) 12 + motor 278
- Positioning exhaust top top
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 37 + motor 47

Accessories
Led lighting kit (2700K) 906.308 906.308 
Motor **
- Remote motor inside • (technical details on p.58) -
- Remote motor outside • (technical details on p.58) -
- Flat roof motor • (technical details on p.58) -
Chimney extension 7410.100 7410.100 
Recirculation kit - 7300.400 
Splashback panel 
- 500 mm high - -
- 690 mm high 170.200 7200.200 
- 750 mm high 170.275 7200.275 
Kit for remote control (InTouch ***) 990.021 990.021 
Extended cable 7000.092                             -

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)

** There is the choice between an external motor for inisde the house (345999) of a motor outside on the 
wall (445999). The airflow and the noise are depending on the installation of the motor  (p.64).

*** InTouch provides the ability to operate the Novy hood from your Novy induction hob. Some models are 
standard equipped with InTouch. There is alos the possibility for some models to fulfill with InTouch with an 
optional set.  A remote control is standard supplied within this set. 
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7305 Pro'line 150cm stainless steel 7470 Karat 90cm stainless steel 7475 Karat 90cm stainless steel

/ B /
/ 44,1 /
/ B /
/ A /
/ E /

0,27 0,31 0,31

- • -
led (4x2W) led (4x2W) led (4x2W)

- - -
- • •

optional optional -

1498 x 554 898 x 550 898 x 550
710 - 1100 660 - 1050 660 - 1050

- 730 - 1120 -
1460 1410 1410

- 1480 -
600 - 750 600 - 750 600 - 750
650 - 750 650 - 750 650 - 750

150 150 150

touch control touch control touch control
3 + power 3 + power 3 + power

6 6 6
10 10 10

optional optional optional
• • •
• • •
- • -

* 700 *

* 215 *
* 298 *
* 388 *
* 505 *

355

* 41/27 *
* 47/35 *
* 53/40 *
* 58/45 *

7400.020 (x2) 7400.020 7400.020 
12 + motor 145 12 + motor

top top top
44 + motor 35,2 32 + motor

906.308 906.308 906.308 

• (technical details on p.58) - • (technical details on p.58)
• (technical details on p.58) - • (technical details on p.58)
• (technical details on p.58) • (technical details on p.58)
7410.100 7410.100 7410.100 
- 7400400 -

- - -
7200.200 150.200 150.200 
7200.275 150.275 150.275 
990.021 990.021 990.021 
7000.092                             - 7000.092                             
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7800 Head'line 90cm stainless steel 7805 Head'line 90cm stainless steel

Energylabel
Energy efficiency (EEI) (class) B /
Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (kWh/year) 91,8 /
Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (FDE) (class) A /
Light Efficiency (LE) (class) E /
Grease Filter Efficiency (GFE) (class) D /
Consumption in off mode P0 (W)
Consumption in standby mode Ps (W) 0,24 0,24

General information
- Motor integrated • -
- Kind of light ledstrip (20W) ledstrip (20W)
- Dimmable light - -
- With soundproof material • •
- Recirculation (see accesories page 56-57) - -

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions (BxD) (mm) 900 x 640 900 x 640
- Height (Hmin - Hmax)(mm) 630/1040-1300 630/1040-1300
- Height with recirculation (Hmin-Hmax) - -
- Maximum height with chimney extension (mm)(optional) 1900 1900
- Maximum height with Chimney extension recirculation (mm) (optional) - -
- Adviced mounting height with electrical and ceramic hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 500 - 600 500 - 600
- Adviced mounting height with gas and induction hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 500 - 600 500 - 600
- Diameter outlet 150 150

Functions
- Operation touch control touch control
- Number of speed 3 + power 3 + power
- Automatic drop Power speed (minutes) 6 6
- Delayed self switching off (minutes) (min.) 10 10
- InTouch function for induction *** optional optional
- Auto-Stop • •
- Light indicator for grease filter cleaning • •
- Light indicator for recirculation filter cleaning/substitution - -

Airflow and noise level*
Maximum flow (m³/h) 1080 -
> Airflow (m³/h)

- Speed 1 349 *
- Speed 2 448 *
- Speed 3 612 *
- Powerspeed - speed 4 1010 *

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed 438
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW / dB(A) re 20µPa)

- Speed 1 48/35 *
- Speed 2 54/41 *
- Speed 3 61/48 *
- Powerspeed - speed 4 66/54 *

Technical specifications
- Number of filters 7400.020 (x2) 7400.020 (x2) 
- Total power (W) 326 20 + motor
- Positioning exhaust top / back top / back
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 34 27 + motor

Accessories
Led lighting kit (2700K)
Motor **
- Remote motor inside - • (technical details on p.58)
- Remote motor outside - • (technical details on p.58)
- Flat roof motor - • (technical details on p.58)
Chimney extension 7410.100 7410.100 
Recirculation kit - -
Splashback panel 
- 500 mm high 150.250 150.250 
- 690 mm high - -
- 750 mm high - -
Kit for remote control (InTouch ***) 990.021 990.021 
Extended cable - 7000.092                             

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)

** There is the choice between an external motor for inisde the house (345999) of a motor outside on the 
wall (445999). The airflow and the noise are depending on the installation of the motor  (p.64).

*** InTouch provides the ability to operate the Novy hood from your Novy induction hob. Some models are 
standard equipped with InTouch. There is alos the possibility for some models to fulfill with InTouch with an 
optional set.  A remote control is standard supplied within this set. 
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7809 Head'line 90cm stainless steel 7810 Vision 90cm black glass 7820 Vision 120cm black glass
7811 Vision 90cm white glass 7821 Vision 120cm white glass

C B B
104,4 83,2 86,5

B A A
E A A
D C C

0,23 0,31 0,42

• • •
ledstrip (20W) LED (2x2W) LED (2x2W)

- - -
• • •
• optional optional

900 x 640 898 x 451 1198 x 451
630 830 - 1100 830 - 1100
630 572 572

- 1390 1390
- - -

500 - 600 600 - 750 600 - 750
500 - 600 650 - 750 650 - 750

150 150 150

touch control touch control touch control
3 + power 3 + power 3 + power

6 6 6
30 10 10

optional optional optional
• • •
• • •
• • •

1080 1080 1080

340 366 374
446 461 461
596 629 628
895 995 1010
437 448 450

56/42 43/32 43/32
61/48 48/37 48/37
64/50 56/45 56/45
67/53 65/54 65/54

7400.020 (x2) 7400.020 7400.020 
304 304 300
top top top
33 31,5 36

906.304 906.304 

- - -
- - -
- - -
- 7810.100 7810.100 
- 7810.400 7810.400 

150.250 - -
- - -
- - -
990.021 990.021 990.021 
- - -
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7510 Zen 120cm white 7520 Zen 120cm white

Energylabel
Energy efficiency (EEI) (class) B B
Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (kWh/year) 40,9 40,9
Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (FDE) (class) B B
Light Efficiency (LE) (class) A A
Grease Filter Efficiency (GFE) (class) C C
Consumption in off mode P0 (W)
Consumption in standby mode Ps (W) 0,3 0,3

General information
- Motor integrated • •
- Kind of light led (4x2W 2700K) 

+ T5 (2x8W + 2x21W warm white)
led (4x2W 4000K) 

+ T5 (2x8W + 2x21W neutral white)
- Dimmable light • •
- With soundproof material • •
- Recirculation (see accesories page 56-57) • •

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions (BxD) (mm) 1200 x 550 1200 x 550
- Height (Hmin - Hmax)(mm) 370 370
- Height with recirculation (Hmin-Hmax) - -
- Maximum height with chimney extension (mm)(optional) - -
- Maximum height with Chimney extension recirculation (mm) (optional) - -
- Adviced mounting height with electrical and ceramic hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 600 - 850 600 - 850
- Adviced mounting height with gas and induction hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 650 - 850 650 - 850
- Diameter outlet - -

Functions
- Operation touch control + remote control touch control + remote control
- Number of speed 3 + power 3 + power
- Automatic drop Power speed (minutes) 6 6
- Delayed self switching off (minutes) 30 30
- InTouch function for induction *** • •
- Auto-Stop • •
- Light indicator for grease filter cleaning • •
- Light indicator for recirculation filter cleaning/substitution • •

Airflow and noise level*
Maximum flow (m³/h) 815 815
> Airflow (m³/h)

- Speed 1 185 185
- Speed 2 318 318
- Speed 3 429 429
- Powerspeed - speed 4 497 497

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed 355 355
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW / dB(A) re 20µPa)

- Speed 1 39/26 39/26
- Speed 2 52/39 52/39
- Speed 3 58/45 58/45
- Powerspeed - speed 4 61/48 61/48

Technical specifications
- Number of filters 7400.020 7400.020 
- Total power (W) 180 180
- Positioning exhaust top top
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 49 49

Accessories
Led lighting kit (2700K)
Motor **
- Remote motor inside 
- Remote motor outside
- Flat roof motor - -
Chimney extension: Option 1
Chimney extension: Option 2 - -
Recirculation kit - -
Kit for remote control (InTouch ***)
Extended cable -
Cable extension 7500.100  49,00 EUR 7500.100  49,00 EUR

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)

** There is the choice between an external motor for inisde the house (345999) of a motor outside on the 
wall (445999). The airflow and the noise are depending on the installation of the motor  (p.64).

*** InTouch provides the ability to operate the Novy hood from your Novy induction hob. Some models are 
standard equipped with InTouch. There is alos the possibility for some models to fulfill with InTouch with an 
optional set.  A remote control is standard supplied within this set. 
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7640 Flat'line island 90cm stainless steel 7645 Flat'line island 90cm stainless steel 7650 Flat'line island 100cm stainless steel 7655 Flat'line island 100cm stainless steel

A+ / B /
30,9 / 95,9 /

A / B /
A / A /
E / C /

0,3 0,3 0,22 0,22

• - • -
led (4x2W) led (4x2W) led (4x2W) led (4x2W)

• • • •
• • • •

optional - optional -

900 x 600 900 x 600 1000 x 700 1000 x 700
563 - 730 563 - 730 563 - 730 563 - 730
679 - 860 - 679 - 860 -

1040/1350 1040/1350 1040 / 1350 1040 / 1350
1170/1480 - 1170 / 1480 -
600 - 850 600 - 850 600 - 850 600 - 850
650 - 850 650 - 850 650 - 850 650 - 850

150 150 150 150

touch control touch control touch control touch control
3 + power 3 + power 3 + power 3 + power

6 6 6 6
10 10 10 10

optional optional optional optional
• • • •
• • • •
• - • -

815 1080 *

277 * 343 *
467 * 432 *
620 * 602 *
707 * 915 *
372 420

35/24 * 47/32 *
46/34 * 50/35 *
53/41 * 57/41 *
56/44 * 64/50 *

7400.020 7400.020 7400.020 7400.020 
117 12 + motor 297 12 + motor
top top top top
36 33 + motor 38 35 + motor

906.308 906.308 906.308 906.308 

- • (technical details on p.58) • (technical details on p.58)
- • (technical details on p.58) - • (technical details on p.58)
- • (technical details on p.58) - • (technical details on p.58)
7640.100                             7640.100                             7640.100                             7640.100                             
7640.101                           7640.101                           7640.101                          7640.101                            
7640.400                              - 7640.400 
990.026 990.026 990.026   990.026 
- 7000.092                             - 7000.092                             
- - - -

-
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7660 Flat'line island 120cm stainless steel 7665 Flat'line island 120cm stainless steel

Energylabel
Energy efficiency (EEI) (class) B /
Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (kWh/year) 91,9 /
Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (FDE) (class) B /
Light Efficiency (LE) (class) A /
Grease Filter Efficiency (GFE) (class) D /
Consumption in off mode P0 (W)
Consumption in standby mode Ps (W) 0,3 0,3

General information
- Motor integrated • -
- Kind of light led (4x2W) led (4x2W)
- Dimmable light • •
- With soundproof material • •
- Recirculation (see accesories page 56-57) optional -

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions (BxD) (mm) 1200 x 700 1200 x 700
- Height (Hmin - Hmax)(mm) 563 - 730 563 - 730
- Height with recirculation (Hmin-Hmax) 679 - 860 -
- Maximum height with chimney extension (mm)(optional) 1040 / 1350 1040 / 1350
- Maximum height with Chimney extension recirculation (mm) (optional) 1170 / 1480 -
- Adviced mounting height with electrical and ceramic hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 600 - 850 600 - 850
- Adviced mounting height with gas and induction hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 650 - 850 650 - 850
- Diameter outlet 150 150

Functions
- Operation touch control touch control
- Number of speed 3 + power 3 + power
- Automatic drop Power speed (minutes) 6 6
- Delayed self switching off (minutes) 10 10
- InTouch function for induction *** optional optional
- Auto-Stop • •
- Light indicator for grease filter cleaning • •
- Light indicator for recirculation filter cleaning/substitution • •

Airflow and noise level*
Maximum flow (m³/h) 1080 *
> Airflow (m³/h)

- Speed 1 348 *
- Speed 2 432 *
- Speed 3 611 *
- Powerspeed - speed 4 920 *

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed 423
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW / dB(A) re 20µPa)

- Speed 1 47/32 *
- Speed 2 51/36 *
- Speed 3 57/41 *
- Powerspeed - speed 4 65/51 *

Technical specifications
- Number of filters 7400.020 7400.020 
- Total power (W) 293 80 + motor
- Positioning exhaust top top
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 38 35 + motor

Accessories
Led lighting kit (2700K) 906.308 906.308 
Motor **
- Remote motor inside - • (technical details on p.58)
- Remote motor outside - • (technical details on p.58)
- Flat roof motor - • (technical details on p.58)
Chimney extension: Option 1 7640.100                             7640.100                             
Chimney extension: Option 2 7640.101                            7640.101                             
Recirculation kit 7640.400 -
Kit for remote control (InTouch ***) 990.026 990.026 
Extended cable - 7000.092                             

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)

** There is the choice between an external motor for inisde the house (345999) of a motor outside on the 
wall (445999). The airflow and the noise are depending on the installation of the motor  (p.64).

*** InTouch provides the ability to operate the Novy hood from your Novy induction hob. Some models are 
standard equipped with InTouch. There is alos the possibility for some models to fulfill with InTouch with an 
optional set.  A remote control is standard supplied within this set. 
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7241 Pro'line island 100 cm 7246 Pro'line island 100 cm 7251 Pro'line island 120cm 7256 Pro'line island 120cm

B / B /
89,5 / 92,7 /

B / B /
A / A /
C / B /

0,31 0,31 0,31 0,31

• - • -
led (4x2W) led (4x2W) led (4x2W) led (4x2W)

- - - -
• • • •

optional - optional -

1000 x 700 1000 x 700 1200 x 700 1200 x 700
613 - 913 613 - 913 613 - 913 613 - 913
729 - 929 - 729 - 929 -

1213 / 1438 1213 / 1438 1213 / 1438 1213 / 1438
1229 / 1454 - 1229 / 1454 -
600 - 850 600 - 850 600 - 850 600 - 850
650 - 850 650 - 850 650 - 850 650 - 850

150 150 150 150

touch control touch control touch control touch control
3 + power 3 + power 3 + power 3 + power

6 6 6 6
10 10 10 10

optional optional optional optional
• • • •
• • • •
• - • -

1080 * 1080 *

348 * 356 *
439 * 447 *
602 * 618 *
829 * 861 *
418 413

47/32 * 47/32 *
52/37 * 52/37 *
59/44 * 59/44 *
65/51 * 65/51 *

7400.020 7400.020 7400.020 (x2) 7400.020 (x2) 
270 12 + motor 279 12 + motor
top top top top
42 39 + motor 48 42 + motor

906.308 906.308 906.308 906.308 

- • (technical details on p.58) - • (technical details on p.58)
- • (technical details on p.58) - • (technical details on p.58)
- • (technical details on p.58) - • (technical details on p.58)
7450.100 7450.100 7450.100 7450.100 
7450.101 7450.101 7450.101 7450.101 
7240.400 - 7250.400 -
990.021 990.021 990.021 990.021 
- 7000.092                            - 7000.092                            
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7490 Karat island 120cm stainless steel 7495 Karat island 120cm stainless steel

Energylabel
Energy efficiency (EEI) (class) B /
Annual Energy Consumption (AEC) (kWh/year) 93,4 /
Fluid Dynamic Efficiency (FDE) (class) B /
Light Efficiency (LE) (class) A /
Grease Filter Efficiency (GFE) (class) E /
Consumption in off mode P0 (W)
Consumption in standby mode Ps (W) 0,21 0,21

General information
- Motor integrated • -
- Kind of light led (4x2W) led (4x2W)
- Dimmable light - -
- With soundproof material • •
- Recirculation (see accesories page 56-57) optional -

Dimensions (mm) (For technical details go to www.novy.com)
- Dimensions (BxD) (mm) 1200 x 750 1200 x 750
- Height (Hmin - Hmax)(mm) 563 - 863 563 - 863
- Height with recirculation (Hmin-Hmax) 679 - 879 -
- Maximum height with chimney extension (mm)(optional) 1163 / 1388 1163 / 1388
- Maximum height with Chimney extension recirculation (mm) (optional) 1179 / 1404 -
- Adviced mounting height with electrical and ceramic hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 600 - 850 600 - 850
- Adviced mounting height with gas and induction hobs (Hmin-Hmax)(mm) 650 - 850 650 - 850
- Diameter outlet 150 150

Functions
- Operation touch control touch control
- Number of speed 3 + power 3 + power
- Automatic drop Power speed (minutes) 6 6
- Delayed self switching off (minutes) 10 10
- InTouch function for induction *** optional optional
- Auto-Stop • •
- Light indicator for grease filter cleaning • •
- Light indicator for recirculation filter cleaning/substitution • -

Airflow and noise level*
Maximum flow (m³/h) 1080 *
> Airflow (m³/h)

- Speed 1 335 *
- Speed 2 422 *
- Speed 3 587 *
- Powerspeed - speed 4 867 *

> Pressure (Pa) on the highest speed 419
> Noise level (dB(A) re 1 pW / dB(A) re 20µPa)

- Speed 1 47/32 *
- Speed 2 52/37 *
- Speed 3 59/44 *
- Powerspeed - speed 4 65/51 *

Technical specifications
- Number of filters 7400.020   7400.020  
- Total power (W) 291 12 + motor
- Positioning exhaust top top
- Weight cookerhood / motorunit (kg) 57 53,4

Accessories
Led lighting kit (2700K) 906.308 906.308 
Motor **
- Remote motor inside - • (technical details on p.58)
- Remote motor outside - • (technical details on p.58)
- Flat roof motor - • (technical details on p.58)
Chimney extension: Option 1 7450.100 7450.100 
Chimney extension: Option 2 7450.101 7450.101 
Recirculation kit 7450.400 -
Kit for remote control (InTouch ***) 990.021 990.021 
Extended cable - 7000.092                             

* noise level (according to EN 6704-2-13), flows (according to EN 61591)

** There is the choice between an external motor for inisde the house (345999) of a motor outside on the 
wall (445999). The airflow and the noise are depending on the installation of the motor  (p.64).

*** InTouch provides the ability to operate the Novy hood from your Novy induction hob. Some models are 
standard equipped with InTouch. There is alos the possibility for some models to fulfill with InTouch with an 
optional set.  A remote control is standard supplied within this set. 
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830.400/831.400 801.400 7900.400

7910.400 7901052 830.052

6830.052

T E C H N I C A L  D R A W I N G S
A C C E S S O R I E S
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Dimensions hob

Dimensions surface mounting Dimensions semi-flush mounting Dimensions flush mounting

A B E F H R S T K P

1102

1109
590 520 560 490 41 10 / / 4 6

1112  

1119
780 520 750 490 41 10 / / 4 6

1002 970 365 950 345 41 10 / / 4 6

1751 590 520 560 490 53 8 594 524 4 6

1752 590 520 560 490 53 8 594 524 4 6

1753 590 520 560 490 53 8 594 524 4 6

1754 780 520 750 490 53 8 784 524 4 6

1755 780 520 750 490 53 8 784 524 4 6

1756 780 370 760 340 53 8 784 524 4 6

1757 780 370 760 340 53 8 784 524 4 6

1758 880 520 810 490 53 8 884 524 4 6

1763 590 520 560 490 45 8 594 524 4 6

1724 780 520 750 490 45 8 784 524 4 6

1726 780 520 750 490 45 8 784 524 4 6

1767 1000 400 985 380 45 8 1004 404 4 6

1773 590 520 560 490 45 8 594 524 4 6

1774 780 520 750 490 45 8 784 524 4 6

1777 910 410 890 390 45 8 914 414 4 6

1778 880 520 810 490 48 8 884 524 4 6

T E C H N I C A L  D R A W I N G S
H O B S

H

Waterproof strip 2mmWaterproof strip 2mmWaterproof strip 2mm
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T E C H N I C A L  D R A W I N G S
H O B S

A B E F H R S T K P

3753 380 520 360 490 54 8 384 524 6 8

3754 580 520 560 490 54 8 584 524 6 8

3762 380 520 350 490 46 8 384 524 4 6

3772 380 520 370 490 121 8 384 524 6 8

3780 380 520 350 490 55 8 384 524 4 6

Dimensions 1790/1791 ZONE Command

small big

A 270 mm 300 mm 326x160 - R80

B 274 mm 304 mm 330x164 - R82

Thickness glass 4 mm 4 mm 4 mm

C 254 mm 284 mm 314x150 - R75

Total height 57 mm 57 mm 35 mm
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